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ABSTRACT 
     i 
Abstract 
A simulation protocol must adhere to a certain event ordering to produce correct 
simulation results. However, different event orderings exploit various degrees of 
parallelism and may require different amounts of memory. We have developed a 
formal methodology to predict the event parallelism and memory requirement of 
parallel simulation before implementation based on event orderings. This 
methodology was previously validated using limited queuing network benchmarks. 
This thesis focuses on the study and validation of this methodology using a 
larger and more realistic application. We modeled and implemented an Ethernet 
network simulator and used it to study the effects of event orderings on simulation 
performance. The simulator is instrumented to obtain its event sequence and causal 
relationships, and various event orderings are analyzed using a time space analyzer 
that we have developed. The experimental results reveal that in a closed system, a 
weaker event ordering exploits more parallelism without increasing memory usage. 
We observed that in the Ethernet network simulator the upper bound on memory due 
to event orderings is 86 −n , where n  is the number of stations. Apart from 
assessing the cost of event orderings, the methodology can also analyze the 
performance of a simulation problem and the overhead of implementation. To study 
the cost of implementation, we analyzed the conservative null message simulation 
protocol and observed that much more memory is required to support 
synchronization than for maintaining event orderings. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 
 Two major methods are used to understand real world problems and applications: 
mathematics and simulation. Mathematics is a highly abstract method. It is general 
but lacks the detailed information of the real world applications. On the other hand, 
computer simulation is more application specific and can provide more detailed 
information that aids in the understanding of the behavior of the real world systems. 
Researchers in several areas like engineering, computer science, economics, and 
military applications are particularly interested in using simulation to study the 
potential behavior of some of their complex models prior to implementation [11]. 
Parallel simulation emerged with the development of parallel computer systems. 
However, parallel simulations introduce much complexity in the management of 
event synchronization and additional programming effort is required to exploit 
parallelism efficiently. Many synchronization protocols have been proposed to 
speedup parallel simulations but they incorporate different degrees of complexity [19, 
27]. Synchronization protocols may need additional working memory to maintain 
event causality during execution. Memory management in parallel simulation is also 
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a main research interest [16, 21, 38]. 
This chapter is organized as follows. We first introduce parallel discrete-event 
simulation (PDES). Next, we survey the related works on performance analysis of 
parallel simulation. We finally present our performance study methodology based on 
event ordering. 
1.1 Parallel Discrete-Event Simulation 
 PDES refers to the execution of a single discrete-event simulation program on a 
parallel computer [13]. In the past two decades, PDES has attracted a considerable 
amount of interest in the research community. This trend stems from the rapid 
development in parallel processing in the period, along with the fact that simulations 
involving large problem sizes and granularity often have poor performance when 
they are run on sequential machines. It represents a kind of problem that contains 
substantial amounts of parallelism but is very difficult to parallelize in practice.  
The use of logical processes (LP) [22] and virtual time [16] has separated PDES 
from other simulation categories. Most existing PDES implementation mechanisms 
use a process-oriented methodology that strictly forbids processes to directly access 
the shared state variables. Sequencing constraints must be maintained by these 
strategies. The physical system is viewed as being composed of some number of 
physical processes that interact at various points in simulated time. Hence the 
simulator is organized as a set of LPs. One or more LPs can be mapped to a physical 
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processor. All interactions between physical processes are modeled by time stamped 
event messages sent between the corresponding logical processes. Each logical 
process contains a portion of the state corresponding to the physical process it 
models, as well as a local clock that denotes how far the process has processed. The 
logical process methodology requires application programmers to partition the 
simulator’s state variables into a set of disjoint states, and ensure that no simulator 
event directly accesses more than one state. 
 Simulation systems are divided into two categories in PDES: synchronous and 
asynchronous. In synchronous systems events are synchronized by a global clock. 
One iteratively determines which events are safe to process, and then processes them. 
Barrier synchronizations are used to keep iterations (or components of a single 
iteration) from interfering with each other. Because barrier synchronizations are 
necessary, these algorithms are best suited for shared memory machines in order to 
keep the associated overheads to a minimum [11]. However, in asynchronous 
systems events occur at irregular time intervals. Asynchronous LP simulation relies 
on the presence of events occurring at different simulated times that do not affect one 
another. Concurrent processing of those events thus effectively accelerates sequential 
simulation execution time. 
PDES mechanisms generally fall into two categories of synchronization 
protocols: conservative and optimistic. Conservative mechanism executes only safe 
events. An LP blocks when no safe events can be executed. The typical conservative 
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protocol is CMB null message protocol [5]. The obvious drawback of conservative 
approaches is that they cannot fully exploit the parallelism available in the 
simulation problem. From the programmer's point of view, the most serious 
drawback of existing conservative simulation protocols is that the simulation 
programmer must be concerned with the details of the synchronization mechanism in 
order to achieve good performance. On the other hand, an optimistic mechanism 
allows an unsafe event to be executed. An error-detection mechanism is required to 
determine when an error has occurred, and then it will invoke a procedure to recover. 
One advantage of optimistic approach is that it can exploit parallelism in situations 
where causality errors may occur but actually do not. The typical protocol of 
optimistic mechanism is Time Warp [15]. Because optimistic mechanisms need to 
save system states frequently, they generally consume much more memory than 
conservative protocols.  
Although PDES remains an active area of research, it has not achieved industrial 
widespread use [12]. There are several reasons for this fact. Firstly, the positive 
results will easily find their ways to publication, so we tend to see a biased picture. 
Secondly, the gained speedup is always attractive, but the effort spent on 
programming is also quite substantial. Finally the positive results usually can only be 
achieved by experts in certain fields. 
1.2 Related Works 
Much effort has been exploited to analyze the parallelism of a simulator either 
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before or after parallel implementation [19, 27]. Performance analysis methods 
generally fall into the following three categories: analytic method, simulation-based 
method and critical path method. 
Analytic methods usually use stochastic process, queuing theory or operational 
laws. Some kinds of Markov chains underlie these analyses [25]. Felderman and 
Kleinrock show that the average performance difference between synchronous and 
asynchronous algorithm is less than )(log PO  [8]. Tay et al. presents an analytical 
model for evaluating the performance of Time Warp simulators [35]. Wang et al. 
propose an analytical method to predict the parallelism of a simulation where causal 
relationship among events is considered [43]. In general, the analytic methods are 
faster than other methods, but the drawback is that it usually has unrealistic 
assumptions.  
The second performance analysis method is based on simulation, which 
analyzes performance by directly simulating particular PDES protocols. Dickens and 
Reynolds develop a model to study the performance of a system synchronized by a 
windowing protocol [7]. The model extends the windowing protocol to allow 
computation of conditional events and predicts the probability of a causal error. Lim 
et al. describe three parallelism prediction tools for different synchronization 
protocols [19]. However, the tools can only be applied to some conservative 
protocols. Cavitt et al. propose a framework for identifying the factors affecting the 
performance of simulation [4]. The identified factors can in turn give feedbacks to 
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simulation hardware/software configuration. Marin et al. devise a simple automated 
methodology to predict running time cost of discrete-event simulation [23]. However, 
the methodology can only be used for BSP (Bulk-Synchronous Parallel) model. Teo 
et al. concentrate on the performance analysis on a particular simulation library 
SPaDES/C++ [36]. Rawling et al. analyze an existing sequential simulation in order 
to predict concurrency speedup bounds for conservative parallel simulation [29]. The 
model is based on real commercial VLSI simulations. Noble et al. explore the 
performance of three synchronous discrete-event simulation algorithms: global clock 
algorithm, conservative look-ahead algorithms and speculative computation 
algorithm [26]. De Carvalho Klingelfus et al. developed an object oriented Ethernet 
network simulation and model system to aid in the activity of element measurements, 
error detection and performance analysis [6]. In summary, simulation-based method 
usually uses one particular protocol or one particular category of protocols to model 
applications. They require fewer assumptions than analytical method, but the method 
has only limited usage, for there are so many protocols and applications to be 
simulated.  
Critical path analysis simulates event execution based on causal relationship and 
builds critical path to analyze the simulation performance. Wong et al. proposes a 
critical path-like analyzer to predict the memory used in a Chandy-Misra simulation 
[48]. The analyzer can derive the parallelism directly from a path-like analyzer. Lim 
et al. use a critical path analyzer to give the ideal maximum speedup for a simulation 
model [19]. The critical path analysis assumes each physical processor to be an 
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independent LP and there is unlimited number of processors. Wieland et al. use a 
new technique to determine the critical path [46]. A metric called the earliest process 
time (EPT) can be implemented either as a centralized algorithm or a distributed 
algorithm. Critical path analysis is easy to understand but it cannot be used to 
compare different protocols.  
Fujimoto states that the performance of conservative strategies is closely related 
with the degree to which processes can look ahead and predict future events [11]. 
For optimal protocols, state-saving overhead can seriously degrade performance. In 
addition, optimistic algorithms usually use more memory than conservative ones. 
Parallel simulation provides the potential to speedup simulations, but additional 
memory is required by the parallel synchronization protocols. Specifically, for 
conservative protocols, the additional memory is required to hold the null messages. 
Optimistic protocols require additional memory to save the simulation states 
periodically for possible rollback. Every processor in parallel simulation has only 
limited space, so memory consumption is also an important issue that we should 
address. 
 There are many publications on the space aspect of parallel simulation [16, 21, 
38]. But most publications concentrate only on the space management of some 
particular synchronization protocols. For conservative approaches, much effort is 
done to reduce the number of null messages, such as demand-driven null message 
algorithm presented in [1]. For optimistic approaches, the focus is on reducing 
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optimism while limiting the usage of space. The “artificial rollback” in [21] is such 
an example. Many researchers examine the storage utilization of optimistic 
mechanisms such as Time Warp. To support rollback, it is necessary to save the old 
states of a logical process but there is no need to save the “ancient history” [13]. 
Hence these memories can be reutilized to save new state vectors. Several 
approaches have been proposed to limit the amount of memory that is required to 
perform the simulation in Time Warp. 
The first one is fossil collection and global virtual time (GVT) [50]. The smallest 
timestamp among all unprocessed event messages is called GVT. No event with 
timestamp smaller than GVT will ever be rolled back, so storage used by such events 
can be discarded. In addition, irrevocable operations (I/O for example) cannot be 
committed until GVT passes the simulated time at which the operation occurs. 
The second approach is incremental and infrequent state savings. In conjunction 
with fossil collection, there are many other mechanisms to save more memory. When 
the state vector is large and only a part of it is modified by each event, incremental 
state saving may be useful. Only changes to the state are recorded to reduce both 
memory utilization and copying time. A drawback of this mechanism is that the 
rollbacks become more expensive. An alternative approach is to save entire state 
vectors, but reduce the frequency of state saving [20]. It decreases the time required 
to perform state saving, but increases rollback overhead. This tradeoff suggests that 
there may be an optimal state saving frequency that balances state saving overhead 
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and re-computation costs [28]. 
The next method is rollback-based recovery mechanisms. With the 
aforementioned mechanisms, when the system does run out of memory, there is no 
recourse but to terminate the simulation. It is problematic because the “fault” may 
lay with the Time Warp mechanism itself rather than the application program. 
Several approaches have been developed to address this concern. Such mechanisms 
include cancel-back [16] and artificial rollback [21] algorithm. 
The last method is to limit memory by using the protocols with limited optimism. 
If the simulation mechanism is too optimistic in executing the program, then the 
program, as a result, will run out of memory. There are emerging approaches that use 
limiting optimistic protocols [49]. 
1.3 Event Ordering Based Approach 
Simulation protocols maintain a certain event ordering to produce correct 
simulation results. Ordering of concurrent events in discrete-event simulation is an 
important issue as it has an impact on modeling expressiveness, model correctness 
and causal dependencies [32]. In sequential simulation, only one event ordering is 
maintained by global FEL. In parallel simulation, every LP maintains its own FEL 
and many events can be executed simultaneously. Synchronization protocols order 
the events in an appropriate manner to guarantee that no causality errors occur. 
Different event orderings are allowed to generate correct simulation results, but they 
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give different degrees of parallelisms. In addition, each LP needs extra memory to 
keep track of pending events in its future event list (FEL) to follow a certain event 
ordering. Therefore different event orderings may require different amounts of 
memory.  
Teo et al. have developed a formal methodology to study how event ordering 
influences the performance of parallel simulation [40]. The methodology can predict 
the performance of parallel simulation before it is actually implemented. It executes 
events based on causal relationship and event ordering to analyze event parallelism 
and memory requirement of a simulator. It can compare the performance between 
different event orderings, which is more general than simulation-based methods. 
Because event orderings, not synchronization protocols, are taken into account, the 
methodology requires less implementation than simulation-based performance 
analysis methods. 
Four simulation event ordering rules are formally defined with partial order set 
theory: total event ordering, timestamp event ordering, time interval event ordering 
and partial event ordering (Axiom 1 to Axiom 4).  
AXIOM 1: Let E, <par be a poset, where E is a set of events. Under partial event 
ordering, e1 happens before e2 (denoted by e1 <par e2), if: 
• ¬(e <par e), for any event e ∈ E; 
• e1 and e2 are events in the same process, and e1 comes before e2; 
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• e1 is the sending event in process P1, and e2 is the corresponding receiving event 
in process P1; 
• if e1 <par e2 and e2 <par e3, then e2 <par e3. 
AXIOM 2: Let E, <par be a poset, where E is a set of events. Assume that each e ∈ 
E can be stamped with a simulation time (denoted by ts(e)). Under total event 
ordering, e1 happens before e2 (denoted by e1 <tot e2), if: 
• ts(e1) < ts(e2), or 
• ts(e1) = ts(e2) ∧ e1 has higher priority than e2. 
AXIOM 3: Let E, <par be a poset, where E is a set of events. Assume that each e ∈ 
E can be stamped with a simulation time (denoted by ts(e)). Under timestamp event 
ordering, e1 happens before e2 (denoted by e1 <ts e2), iff ts(e1) < ts(e2). 
AXIOM 4: Let E, <par be a poset, where E is a set of events. Suppose that the 
simulation duration can be divided into mutually exclusive time windows, {W1, 
W2, …, Wn}, where Wi = Wj iff i=j. Assume that each e ∈ E can be placed in a Wi 
with base time denoted by tw(e). Under time interval event ordering, e1 happens 
before e2 (denoted by e1 <ti e2), iff tw(e1) < tw(e2). 
The definitions in Axiom 1 and Axiom 4 are consistent with those by Lamport in 
[17] where “happened before” relation is the same as partial event ordering. For 
Axiom 1, e1 happens before e2 because the sending event will causally affect e2. 
Partial event ordering is anti-symmetric, so if that e1 is a receiving event and e2 is 
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the corresponding sending event, e2 will happen before e1 [40]. 
The event orderings in decreasing order of strictness are total event order, 
timestamp event order, time-interval event order and partial event order. The 
detailed definition of event orderings and proof of their strictness are illustrated in 
[40]. The main difference among these four event orderings lies in the definition of 
concurrent event. The methodology can be applied to all event orderings as long as 
they are well defined. 
The methodology is based on the typical steps of a simulation. A computer 
simulation is a program that emulates the behavior of another system. A typical 
modeling and simulation process contains three steps: physical system, simulation 
model and implementation model as shown in Figure 1.1. Physical system represents 
the real-world problem that one simulates. A simulation model is a logical model of 
a physical system that defines the input parameters, output results, and other physical 
system components to be simulated. There are three world views in simulation 
model: event oriented, process oriented and activity scanning [13]. The physical 
system and simulation model is independent of the implementation. Either sequential 
or parallel implementation needs to be built on the simulation model.  
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Figure 1.1: A typical simulation process 
We divide the memory required by a simulator into three main parts: probM , 
ordM  and syncM . probM  denotes the memory to model the states of the physical 
system, ordM  denotes the memory required by future event list (FEL) to schedule 
event execution based on the selected event ordering, and syncM  denotes the 
additional amounts of memory to implement a synchronization protocol on a specific 
execution platform. Therefore, the total memory requirement of implementing a 
simulation model on real machines with a particular implementation is 
probM + ordM + syncM  [40]. 
We measure probM  by observing the queue size, and its upper bound is defined 







, where iQ  is the maximum 
queue size at service center i , and n  is the number of service centers. For 
simplicity, we only count the entry number for the queue. The actual probM  is 
dependent on the data structure of queue implementation. 
Physical system 
Simulation model 
syncΠ syncM  
probΠ probM  
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ordM  depends on the characteristics of system under study, i.e., event arrival 
and service rates, and the event ordering adopted. The upper bound of ordM  is 







, where iFEL  is the 
maximum FEL size at service center i , and n  is the number of service centers. 
The actual value of ordM  is dependent on the implementation of FEL.  
syncM accounts for the additional memory used for synchronization. For 
sequential implementation, 0=syncM . In optimistic protocol, memory is required 
for state saving in anticipation of rollbacks. In the case of the null message protocol, 
it can be defined as the total of the maximum buffer sizes required for maintaining 
null messages. Therefore, for the conservative null message parallel simulation used 







, where iNMB  is the 
maximum null message buffer size at iLP , and n is the total number of LPs involved 
in the simulation.  
Event parallelism is defined as the average number of events executed per unit 
time. Average event parallelism ( Π ) is different from speedup here. The range of Π  
is ],1[ ∞ . All events are assumed to take the same execution time and we need to 
specify what one unit time is. 
For sequential simulation the average event parallelism is one. However, 
different types of events may take different execution time. When a sequential 
simulation is mapped to the parallel environment, events can be executed 
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simultaneously at different processors. The number of events per unit time will 
increase, thus the parallelism will be larger than one for parallel simulation. However, 
parallel simulation needs additional overhead for synchronization, such as null 
message, which will decrease the parallelism.  
Similar to the memory classification, the average event parallelism of a 
simulator is also studied at three steps, namely: physical system, event ordering, and 
implementation [27]. In the physical system level, events may happen concurrently. 
Hence, physical system has parallelism which is called the inherent event parallelism 
( probΠ ). Discrete-event simulation compresses simulation time by applying a certain 
event ordering. Different event orderings exploit different degrees of event 
parallelism which is called event ordering parallelism ( ordΠ ). The communication 
overhead and other implementation overhead are neglected, so event ordering 
parallelism is optimal. At the implementation level, maintaining a certain event 
ordering on a specific platform requires addition overhead of synchronization. We 
refer this parallelism as the effective event parallelism ( syncΠ ).  
Inherent event parallelism ( probΠ ) refers to the parallelism that exists in the 
physical system. It is mainly determined by physical system factors, the traffic 
intensity for example. In a physical system some service centers can execute events 
concurrently. The dependency between events influences the inherent event 
parallelism. Less dependency between events gives higher parallelism. The topology 
between service centers can influence the inherent event parallelism because it will 
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influence the dependency between events [27]. probΠ  is measured from an 








, where iU  denotes the utilization of iLP . Teo et al. has proved the 
measurement from a common measure of program parallelism [37] 
Different event ordering exploits different degrees of event parallelism. This 
parallelism is referred to as ordΠ . As mentioned before, four simulation event 
orderings are defined in the methodology representing four different degrees of 
parallelism, i.e. total event ordering, timestamp event ordering, time-interval event 
ordering and partial event orderings. This work can be extended to include other 
event orderings. Both causal restriction and event ordering rules are considered in 
the measurement of ordΠ . The detailed measurement of ordΠ  is presented in 
Chapter 2 when we present the implementation of the methodology. 
At the implementation level, maintaining a certain event ordering on a specific 
execution platform requires synchronization overhead, hence the implementation 
may reduce ordΠ . We call this parallelism the effective event parallelism syncΠ . 
Both of the implementation algorithm and execution platform (processor, network, 
operating system, etc) may affect syncΠ . syncΠ  is measured from the actual 
simulation and the detailed measurement is presented in Chapter 2.  
It is known that the total communication time or cost is dependent on the 
interconnection topology of processors (LPs) used in parallel simulation. The effects 
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of interconnection topology of a physical system on exploitable event ordering 
parallelism are studied at [27]. Four synthetic benchmarks representing basic 
queuing network topologies are implemented and studied: Linear Pipeline, Pipeline 
with Feedback, Circular Pipeline and PHOLD. It is found that feedback channel 
reduce ordΠ  that can be exploited by relaxing the event ordering, i.e. the physical 
system limits the amount of ordΠ  exploitable by parallel simulation. 
The degree of event parallelism is related to the granularity that the number and 
size of events or tasks into which a problem is decomposed. The formal 
methodology studies the performance (event parallelism and memory requirement) 
from three levels. At the event ordering level, we study the performance of parallel 
simulation with different event orderings. Each event is assumed to take one unit 
time to execute. ordΠ  is independent of the implementation. At the implementation 
level, the granularity is considered and we normalize the event execution time to the 
average execution time as presented in section 2.1. 
1.4 Research Contribution 
It is essential to understand the degree of event parallelism before substantial 
programming effort is invested to develop a simulator [36]. If there is low degree of 
parallelism in the system, the performance benefits of exploiting parallelism will be 
low. In addition, every processor in a parallel system has only limited space capacity. 
Therefore, it is also important to predict the memory consumption of a parallel 
simulation before implementation. Teo. et al develop a performance analysis 
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framework – time space analyzer (TSA) tool which implements performance 
analysis based on event orderings [40, 42]. The methodology has previously been 
validated with several limiting queuing network benchmarks such as LPIPE and 
PHOLD.  
In this thesis, we use a realistic application, Ethernet network, to further study 
and validate the methodology. Our performance results are consistent with the 
existing results [27, 40], i.e., a weak event ordering gives higher parallelism without 
increasing memory usage in a closed system. Apart from assessing the cost of event 
orderings, the methodology can also analyze the simulation performance of a 
simulation problem and the overhead of implementation. To study the cost of 
implementation, we analyzed the conservative null message simulation protocol and 
observed that much more memory is required in implementation than for 
maintaining event orderings. The relationship among performance results of these 
levels is also discussed in this thesis. 
1.5 Thesis Overview 
 The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: 
 Chapter 2 introduces our overall research methodology. We introduce the 
implementation and validation tools used in our research, including CSIM, 
SPaDES/Java, and TSA. We also validate TSA in detail with a simple Pipeline 
example. 
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 Chapter 3 introduces Ethernet network modeling and its implementation. 
Ethernet network is introduced through three steps: physical system, conceptual 
model and implementation. We specify the processes and resources in Ethernet 
network simulator at the conceptual model. At implementation level, both the 
sequential and parallel simulator are implemented and validated. Lastly, we 
instrumented Ethernet network simulator to obtain event sequence, which will be 
analyzed by TSA.  
Chapter 4 illustrates the experimental results and analysis. Both time (event 
parallelism) and space (memory requirement) are characterized at three levels: 
physical system, event ordering and implementation. We also compare and discuss 
the relationship among three levels. Next, the performance tradeoff is analyzed. 
 Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and discusses future work.
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Chapter 2  
 
Methodology 
We discuss our research methodology in this chapter. An analytical method is 
used to analyze the inherent event parallelism. TSA is used to analyze event 
parallelism and memory requirement for different event orderings. We modeled and 
implemented the Ethernet network simulator using the SPaDES/Java simulation 
library and studied its performance. The implementation and validation tools used 
include CSIM, SPaDES/Java, and TSA. TSA is validated in detail using a simple 
Pipeline example. 
2.1 Research Methodology 
Figure 2.1 illustrates our overall research approach. The performance results 
contain three steps. In step 1, we use an analytical model to obtain the inherent event 
parallelism of a problem. In step 2, we use TSA to derive event parallelism and 
memory requirement for different event orderings. Step 3 measures effective event 
parallelism and memory for synchronization from the actual simulation.  
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 Figure 2.1: Research approach 
As presented in Chapter 1, the inherent event parallelism ( probΠ ) is measured in 
terms of the sum of processors’ utilization. For an open system, the utilization of a 
service center is defined as λ / µ , where λ  is its arrival rate and µ  is its service 
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time to mean inter-arrival time.  
For a closed system, such as Ethernet network, we can apply mean value 
analysis (MVA) [14] to analyze the queuing characteristics of the problem. MVA 
uses a number of fundamental queuing relationships to determine the mean values of 
throughput, delay and queue size for closed queuing networks. Unlike the service 
centers with finite service units, Ethernet network nodes are delay servers (centers) 
where 
• Infinite servers/dedicated servers queues on a service center; 
• There is no waiting time but only service time for a service center. 
Hence the mean response time is equal to mean service time for a delay center.  
iiiiii USXRXQ ===  
where iQ  is the average queue size, iX  is the throughput, iR  is the mean 
response time, iS  is the mean service time and iU  is the utilization of an LP. We 
can observe that the utilization of a delay center is the mean number of jobs 
receiving service. Therefore, the utilization of a delay center is equal to its average 
service rate. 
In step 2, a sequential Ethernet network simulator is developed using the 
SPaDES/Java simulation library. We obtain the event sequence and causal 
relationships from instrumentation of sequential Ethernet network simulator. All 
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events are then recorded in an event log file. Every event is recorded with its detailed 
information, such as event type, timestamp, the location, etc. The event sequence are 
analyzed by TSA to derive event ordering parallelisms ( ordΠ ) and memory 
requirement ( ordM ). 
The CSIM simulation library is used to validate our model and implementation. 
If Ethernet network simulation is developed correctly using SPaDES/Java, it will 
produce the same simulation results as the one developed by CSIM [45].  
In step 3, we implement the parallel Ethernet network simulator using the 
SPaDES/Java simulation library. A conservative null message simulation protocol is 
used to synchronize the parallel execution on different LPs. We measure the actual 
execution of the parallel simulator to obtain the memory requirement for 
synchronization ( syncM ), which is measured as the sum of maximum null message 
buffer sizes in all LPs. 
The effective event parallelism ( syncΠ ) is also measured from the actual 
simulation. When event ordering parallelism is measured, we assume an event is 
executed in one unit time and thus all events take the same execution time. However, 
in actual simulation different types of events may have various execution times. With 
reference to this, we measure the unit time ( unitT ) as the average event execution 
time.  
The execution time of an LP in a parallel SPaDES/Java simulation includes the 
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following several parts: 
• Time used to execute event messages; 
• Time used to execute null messages; 
• Communication delay, time used to wait for messages from other LPs; 
• Other delays. 
The null messages and other execution delays are incurred due to the additional 
implementation overhead. Quite a lot of factors may affect the event parallelism at 
implementation level. To simplify the measurement, we consider only the execution 
of events and null messages when measuring the execution time of an LP. From the 
definition of event parallelism, average number of executed events per unit time, we 













      (Eq. 2.1) 
where Events#  is the number of all events in the problem and T  is the execution 
time (events and additional null messages) of the LP which has the longest execution 
time compared to the others. 
2.2 Tools 
 The following tools are used in this study. The Ethernet network simulation is 
written in SPaDES/Java and it is validated by CSIM. TSA analyzes the simulation 
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performance for different event orderings. 
2.2.1 CSIM 
 CSIM is a simulation library in C language by Watkins [45] and it supports three 
simulation worldviews, namely, event scheduling, three phase event scheduling and 
process interaction. Three phase approach is different from event scheduling 
approach by specifying the conditional events and scanning them in a new phase. C 
has two major advantages over many other languages: portability and availability. 
Objects in the real system are modeled in terms of entities and resources in 
CSIM simulation library. Entities present active objects in the system such as 
customers or processors. Entities have a close affiliation with events because they 
are active. Entities are usually involved in several activities. A resource in the 
real-world systems is usually some form of reusable asset such as the amount of free 
storage in a computer system or a checkout in a supermarket. The principal 
characteristic of a resource is that it has only limited capacity.  
A simulator developed by CSIM usually has a better performance in comparison 
with one by other simulation libraries. This is due to the higher efficiency of the C 
language. However, CSIM does not support parallel simulation, so we cannot 
measure effective event parallelism ( syncΠ ) and memory for synchronization 
( syncM ).  
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2.2.2 SPaDES/Java 
 SPaDES/Java (Structured Parallel Discrete-Event Simulation in Java) is an 
object-oriented modeling toolkit for general-purpose simulations [41]. The 
synchronization processes and mechanism are hidden from the simulationists. It 
supports both sequential and parallel simulation. Parallel event synchronization is 
facilitated through a hybrid carrier-null, demand-driven flushing conservative null 
message mechanism. 
 The SPaDES system adopts the approach of augmenting a general-purpose 
language with essential constructs to support simulation modeling based on the 
process-oriented modeling technology. The simulation programmer can concentrate 
on modeling and be lifted from the burden of programming the complicated event 
synchronization protocol and message passing mechanism. 
SPaDES adopts a modified process-interaction modeling view called 
process-oriented modeling view. In this view, entities in the real world are viewed as 
a set of processes each encapsulating its own state and behaviors, and processes 
interact with one another through message passing. Furthermore, it is necessary for a 
process-oriented model to be mapped to an operational model that is suitable for 
parallelization. The operational model of SPaDES is based on the virtual time 
paradigm [16]. 
In the process-oriented view, real-world entities are categorized into permanent 
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and temporary entities. A permanent entity, modeled as a resource, exists throughout 
the simulation duration. A temporary entity, modeled as a process, is a process that 
can be created dynamically at any point during the simulation and thus does not exist 
throughout the simulation duration. A process can be in some states during its entire 
simulation lifetime. In the operational model, resources are modeled as LPs and 
processes are modeled as time-stamped event messages passed between LPs. 
SPaDES/Java adopts RMI library to facilitate the message passing between 
processors. 
Resources are the permanent simulation entities present to provide services to 
the active processes upon request. Each resource comprises of a default FIFO queue, 
created when the resource is constructed, and whose function is to maintain the 
arrival of processes to the resource according to their timestamp values, followed by 
event priority. Each resource is really a collection set of service units, which is the 
basic functional unit of a resource. When an active process requests for service at 
any particular resource, the total number of service units required must be explicitly 
mentioned. SPaDES/Java implements all the event lists using binary min-heaps. The 
time complexity for inserting and removing a message is O(log n).  
Using Java as the base language, SPaDES/Java is portable across all platforms. 
It can support parallel simulation, so we can measure syncΠ  and syncM . 
SPaDES/Java is object-oriented, which facilitates the program development and 
maintenance. However, one drawback of SPaDES/Java is that its performance is 
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worse than CSIM. Java’s platform independence requires a Java virtual machine to 
run on the local machine, thus sacrificing some degree of its performance. However, 
in comparison with CSIM, SPaDES/Java is a better choice for our implementation.  
2.2.3 TSA 
Teo et al. originally implement TSA in C [40]. It can be instrumented to a 
simulator by CSIM to derive the performance results. TSA measures probM , ordM , 
and ordΠ  by analyzing the event sequence provided by a simulator. Java version 
TSA is the translation of original C version TSA [42]. Java version TSA can be 
instrumented to a simulator in SPaDES/Java. 
TSA is designed to measure the performance results for different event orderings. 
The input of TSA is an event sequence with its causal relationships from simulator. 
Every event is recorded with its event type, its location and timestamp. Event 
sequence is stored in a doubly-linked list. Because event sequence is obtained from a 
sequential simulator, the events are automatically sorted by their timestamp. 
Events are fetched into TSA in the order they are executed in a sequential 
simulator. TSA executes these events in parallel by following a particular event 
ordering. Each event is assumed to execute in one unit time. Figure 2.2 shows the 
main loop in a sequential simulator with TSA instrumentation. The simulator invokes 
TSA for each event that is removed from the future event list. Typically a simulator 
advances its virtual time to the event’s timestamp. We record the event information 
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(line 5) and then write the event to a log file or schedule it to the TSA routine (line 
6).  
1. While <<simulation is running>>{ 
2.     <<remove top event e from future event list>>; 
3.     execute(e); 
4.     simulation_clock=timestamp of e; 
5.     TSA_record(e); 
6.     TSA_schedule(e);/event_log(e); 
7. } 
Figure 2.2: Simulation executive main loop with TSA instrumentation 
TSA has two options to analyze event sequence: (a) It executes in parallel with 
the simulation with one event scheduled to TSA immediately when the simulation 
executes it; (b) TSA executes after the simulation by fetching events from a log file 
and works as a post-execution instrumentation analyzer. We adopted the latter option. 
For a large simulation that has a large execution time, we run the simulation once. 
The event log file is used by TSA many times without rerunning the simulation. 
Another benefit is that the event log file can be used to validate the instrumentation. 
When TSA is initialized, it sets up four instrumentation classes representing four 
simulation event orderings. Each class maintains two arrays: maxFEL and maxCEL, 
with n slots, where n is the problem size. These two arrays keep track of the 
maximum lengths of the FEL and CEL of each LP throughout the simulation. Each 
class also records the critical path length. When the TSA-instrumented simulator is 
running and a new customer arrives in the system, or an event has been scheduled in 
a particular LP, a new event is created to record this change in state of the simulator. 
When all LPs have at least one event in its event list, TSA advances its time by one 
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time unit, i.e., increasing the critical path by one, and execute the top events 
according to the defined event ordering rule. 
























where events#  is the number of all events and ordlengthpathcritical __  is the 
critical path length of a particular event ordering. 
2.3 TSA Validation 
We validated TSA before it is used to analyze performance results. A simple 
linear Pipeline (PL) example is used to validate TSA. PL is manually analyzed and 
the corresponding event sequence is stored into an event log file. The causal 
relationships between events and other event information are recorded in the file. 
The file is small enough for us to analyze event sequence and manually derive the 
performance results. Then the results are compared with the results generated by 
TSA. Figure 2.3 illustrates our validation methodology.  
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Figure 2.3: TSA validation methodology 
A 2-LP Pipeline example is used as our validation program. A laundry with wash 
point ( 0LP ) and dry point ( 1LP ) is such an example. There are four event types in 
linear Pipeline: external arrival, internal arrival, external departure and internal 
departure. Four messages are modeled to flow through the pipeline. The 
inter-arrival-time is fixed to 7 time units and the service time in one LP is set to 8 
time units. 0Message  is scheduled to enter 0LP  at simulation time 1. The runtime 
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1e : 1 
2e : 8 
5e : 15 
9e : 22 
3e : 9 
7e : 17 
11e : 25 
13e : 33 
4e : 9 
8e : 17 
12e 25 
14e : 33 
6e : 17 
10e : 25 
15e : 33 
16e : 41 
Table 2.1: Event sequence with timestamps in Pipeline simulation 
 Table 2.1 lists all the sixteen events with time stamps generated from PL 
simulation. Every event is recorded with its message ID, timestamp, location, Event 
type, next location and the antecedent event information as required by TSA. 
Appendix B lists the detailed event information for all sixteen events in the log file. 
 According to aforementioned measurement, probM  is the sum of maximum 
CEL lengths (maxCEL) of all LPs, ordM  is the sum of maximum FEL lengths 
(maxFEL) of all LPs and ordΠ  is the ration of the number of events to the critical 
path length of a particular event ordering. The results of probM , ordM  and ordΠ  
for PL are listed at Table 2.2. 




















*window size of time interval event ordering is 2 time units 
Table 2.2: Performance results of Pipeline simulation 
 Because 1message  should wait in CEL [0] for the 0message  to depart from 
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0LP , the maxCEL[0] is equal to 1. 2Message  should wait in CEL[1] for 1message  
to depart from 1LP , so maxCEL[1] is equal to 1. Thus probM  is the sum of 
maxCEL[0] and maxCEL[1], which is 2. When a new message arrives at 0LP , it 
will schedule its internal departure and next message’s external arrival, so maxFEL 
[0] is equal to 2. Arrival at 1LP  can only schedule one departure event, so maxFEL 
[1] is equal to 1. Therefore, ordM  is the sum of maxFEL[0] and maxFEL[1], which 
is 3. 
Let us analyze ordΠ  now. Table 2.3 shows the event dependency information 
of the 16 events, where “ 21 ee → ” means that 1e is the antecedent event of 2e .  










21 ee →  
52 ee →  
43 ee →  





























Table 2.3: Causal relationships between events in Pipeline 
Table 2.4 lists the event execution sequence of the four simulation event 
orderings. Whether an event can be executed in one step is determined by the causal 
restriction and event ordering rules. First, the critical path length of total event 
ordering is 16 since there are 16 events in the system. For total event ordering, only 
one event can be executed at one step and there is no event parallelism, ordΠ  is 1. 
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Events can be executed under partial event ordering as long as they do not violate 
causal restriction. In timestamp event ordering, if two events can be concurrently 
executed at one step, they must reside in one time window. Therefore 9e  and 10e  
cannot be executed concurrently at step 6 under time interval event ordering 
(window size is 2 time units), even though they can be concurrently executed under 
partial event ordering. For timestamp event ordering, only two events with the same 
timestamp can be executed concurrently in one step. 5e  and 6e  cannot be 
executed concurrently at step 4 under timestamp event ordering because they have 
different timestamps, even though they can be concurrently under time interval event 
ordering. 
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3e  & 4e  
5e  & 6e  
7e  & 8e  
9e  & 10e  
11e  & 12e  





3e  & 4e  
5e  & 6e  
7e  & 8e  
9e   
11e  & 10e  
12e  





3e  & 4e  
5e  
7e  & 6e  
8e  
9e   
11e  & 10e  
12e  



















Table 2.4: Event execution sequences for all event orderings in Pipeline 
 We execute the Pipeline simulation and obtain the same event sequence. TSA 
executes the event sequence and produces the same performance results as our 
manual analysis method. Therefore, TSA implementation is validated. 
2.4 Summary 
We illustrated our overall research methodology in this chapter. An analytical 
method was used to analyze the inherent event parallelism of a problem. TSA was 
used to analyze the performance of parallel simulation based on event orderings. The 
Ethernet network simulator was implemented using SPaDES/Java simulation library. 
CSIM simulation library was used for validation. Lastly, a simple Pipeline example 
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was used to validate our TSA implementation in detail.  
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Chapter 3  
 
Ethernet Modeling and Implementation 
We discuss the modeling and implementation of Ethernet network in this chapter. 
Ethernet is currently the most-used LAN technology. There is no central control in 
Ethernet network and all stations transmit data independently, so we expect a high 
degree of event parallelism. Simulation plays a vital role in attempting to 
characterize the behavior of Network applications [9]. 
3.1 Problem 
 Ethernet is a branching broadcast communication system for carrying digital 
data packets among locally distributed computing stations [24]. A station can be 
attached anywhere to a passive coaxial cable, sometimes known as Ether, via a 
device called a transceiver. Ethernet network is reliable because of its distributed 
control - a single point failure can cause only partial interruption. 
Ethernet uses CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detect) 
protocol. Any Ethernet station having frames to send will attempt to do so after it 
finds an empty cable. If two or more stations transmit frames simultaneously, there 
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will be a collision. Each station detects the collision, abort its transmission, wait a 
random period of time, and then try again until its packet is successfully transmitted 
or the transmission is considered to fail because the maximum number of 
retransmission, 16, is reached. Binary exponential back-off algorithm is used to 
determine the time (back-off) before a retransmission. The back-off in terms of the 
number of slots (512 bit times) is defined by a uniformly distributed number 
between ],0[ N , and 
12 −= iN   (1<= i <=10) 
 = 1023    (10< i <=16) 
where i  is the number of transmissions made so far.  
 The Ethernet network exists to move frames carrying application data between 
computers. Hence the structure of a frame is central to the operation of the system. 
Preceded by a start bit, a frame starts with the destination and source address, which 
are both 6 bytes long. Following the address are 46 to 1,500 bytes of data. The last 4 
bytes of a frame are the Frame Check Sequence or CRC. Only the address and data 
part are accessible to software. The minimum frame size is 64 bytes and the 
maximum frame size is 1518 bytes. 
Simulation methods have been used to analyze the performance of Ethernet. 
Watkins uses a simulation method to study Ethernet protocol efficiency in the steady 
state [45]. He observes that an Ethernet network with larger frames has higher 
protocol efficiency than one with smaller frames.  
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3.2 Simulation Model 
 The input parameters, output, system states and components (processes and 
resources) of Ethernet network are specified in our simulation model. The input 
parameters are: 
• Number of stations. This is the number of stations on the LAN. 
• Frame size. This is the size of a frame in bytes with values from 64 bytes to 1024 
bytes. 
• Time between transmissions. This is the mean idle time after a frame has been 
either transmitted or discarded (because 16 attempts have been made) until the 
next transmission attempt.  
The simulation outputs are: 
• Transmit delay. This is the average time delay per successful frames. 
• Protocol efficiency. This is the ratio of the number of successful frames to the 
maximum number possible when the LAN is being operated at its maximum 
rate. 
There are two important objects in the Ethernet protocol – “Stations” which 
communicate with each other on the channel and “Frames” with which they 
communicate. There are five states for a station: “Idle”, “Wait”, “Listen”, 
“Contention” and “Finish”. The state transit diagram of a station is shown in Figure 
3.1. When the simulation is initialized, every station is in “Idle” state. A station goes 
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to “Wait” state if it wants to send a frame through the channel. If the channel is clear, 
it transmits the frame to the cable immediately. Otherwise, it blocks until a clear 
channel is found. After transmitting a frame, a station waits for 2-slot time. If no 
collision occurs in this period of time, the package was transmitted successfully; 
otherwise, the station has collided. If collision occurs, the station waits for a random 
period of time, go back to “Wait” state and retransmit the frame. However, if the 
number of retransmissions is larger than 16, the transmission fails and the station 
goes back to “Idle” state and begin its next activation. 
 
Figure 3.1: State transit diagram of an Ethernet station 
Y 
Y 
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There are three states for a frame: “Arrival”, “Transit” and “Departure”. The 
“Transit” state can be modeled implicitly after the “Arrival” state and before the 
“Departure” state. When a frame arrives at a station, it passes through it without 
delay. All frames contend for the clear channel in Ethernet network. A station must 
wait for an empty channel to transmit frames. The frame transmission time 
(frame-size divided by LAN-speed) cannot be neglected, so a frame cannot be 
modeled as one process. We model two processes for a frame: frame head (the first 
bit of a frame) and frame tail (the last bit of a frame). Every time a station wants to 
transmit frames, it schedules the frame head activation immediately, but schedules 
the frame tail activation frame transmission time later. When a frame arrives at a 
station which is in the “Listen” state (within 2-slot time after transmission), the 
transmission is flagged as failed. The station then goes to “Contention” state and 
corrupts the frame(s) it sent.  
A station is also modeled as a resource in parallel simulation. Frame head or tail 
stays at a station for a period of time equal to the neighbour delay time (distance 
between two neighbouring stations divided by signal transmission speed 2*108 m/s). 
There is no need to model conditional event list (CEL) for a station resource because 
it is a delay center where infinite service units are available. The station process 
always stays at a station resource and does not move, while a frame moves between 
stations. 
In summary, there are 4 objects in our conceptual model of Ethernet network as 
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shown in Figure 3.2: station process, station resource, frame head process and frame 
tail process. The frame head and tail are modeled separately. Frame head arrival at a 
station means the arrival of the frame. Frame tail departure from a station refers to 
the departure of the frame. If a frame is corrupted within 2 slot time, the frame’s tail 
will be rescheduled to transmit immediately. Otherwise, the transmission is flagged 
as successful. 
 
Figure 3.2: Processes and resources in simulation model of Ethernet. 
3.3 Simulation and Implementation 
At the implementation level, some assumptions are made about our simulated 
Ethernet network. Firstly, we assume there is a straight cable without any branches. 
All stations are equally distributed along the cable. The channel is noiseless and the 
station is reliable. Frames travel along the cable from the source station in both 
Station 1 Station 3 Station n Station 2 
…… 
Package sent by station 3 
Boundary station Boundary station 
2. Station resource 
1. Station process 
3. Frame head 4. Frame tail 
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directions and are absorbed at the cable ends. The time between transmissions is 
exponentially distributed. Protocol efficiency is required with all stations working 
continuously, i.e. no idle periods. Ethernet standards specify a maximum delay of 
51.2 µ s (slot size) but this is supposed to include the transmit delay through 
repeaters. The length of cable is assumed to have the maximum delay equally 
distributed throughout its entire length (approximately 10 km), which is the product 
of the slot size (51.2 µ s) and the signal transmission speed (2*108 m/s). 
3.3.1 Sequential 
We implemented the simulator with SPaDES/Java and validated it with the C 
simulator developed by Watkins [45]. There are two classes of active objects in 
Ethernet network: station and frame. In addition, one kernel class is used to initialize 
the simulation parameters, start the simulation and print the simulation results. The 
simulation terminates when the simulated time exceeds a specified duration. The 
kernel class is also responsible for initially activating the station classes. The kernel 
class is listed in Figure 3.3. 
1: import spades_Java.*; 
2:  
3: //EthernetKernel.java 
4: // Executive instance 
5: public class EthernetKernel extends Executive{ 
6:        : 
7:        Resource Service[]; 
8:        //station process 
9:        Station station[]; 
10:       : 
11:       //define parameters for Ethernet 
12:       double LAN_Speed;  /* LAN speed in bps */ 
13:       double cable_length; /* Cable length in meter */ 
14:       int num_stations;  /* Number of users in the LAN */ 
15:       int frame_size;  /* Frame size in bytes */ 
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16:       double duration;  /* Simulation duration in ms */ 
17:       : 
18:       public void init(){ 
19:             : 
20:             <<Initialize Ethernet parameters>> 
21:             : 
22:             <<Initialize resource>> 
23:             : 
24:             //Active station process 
25:             for (int i=0, i<num_stations, i++){ 
26:                    : 
27:                    station[j]=new Station(“Station “+j,this); 
28:                    <<Initialize station[i]>> 
29:             mapProcess(station[j],Service[j]); 
30:                    activate(station[j], 0); 
31:                    : 
32:             } 
33:        } 
34:        public static void main(String[] args){ 
35:                EthernetKernel ek = new EthernetKernel(); 
36:                ek.initialize(args.length, args);                 
37:                ek.startSimulation(duration); 
38:                <<Print simulation results>> 
39:        } 
40: } 
Figure 3.3: Kernel class of Ethernet network simulation 
Once a station entity has been created it exists permanently for the life of the 
simulation and is involved in a succession of transmission attempts. The following 
pseudo code describes the behavior of a station class.  
1: import spades_Java.*; 
2: Class Station extends SProcess{ 
3:        : 
4:         int successful;  /* Number of frames sent */ 
5:        int number_retrans; /* Number of retransmission so far */ 
6:        Aframe[] end;   /* Frames transmitted out */ 
7:        <<Initialize other Station parameters>> 
8:        : 
9:        public void execute(){ 
10:         switch(phase){ 
11:               case Idle:{ 
12:                      <<Set phase to Wait>> 
13:                      wait(0.0); 
14:                      break;     
15:               } 
16:               case Wait:{ 
17:                      if <<Channel is clear>> { 
18:                             <<Create and transmit frames>> 
19:                             <<Set phase to Listen>> 
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20:                             wait(2*slot_time); 
21:                      }else{ 
22:                             //continue waiting   
23:                             susPend();                       
24:                      } 
25:                      break; 
26:               } 
27:               case Listen:{ 
28:                      if <<Frame is or will be successfully 
29:                              transmitted>>{ 
30:                             if <<Both frames transmitted>>{ 
31:                                    <<Set phase to Finish>> 
32:                                    wait(0.0); 
33:                             }else{ 
34:                                    <<Wait until 2 frames left>> 
35:                                    <<Set phase to Finish>> 
36:                                    susPend(); 
37:                             } 
38:                      }else{ 
39:                             <<Retransmit this frame>> 
40:                      } 
41:                      break; 
42:               } 
43:               case Contention:{ 
44:                      <<Set phase to Wait>> 
45:                      wait(0.0); 
46:                      break; 
47:               } 
48:               case Finish:{ 
49:                      <<Reset this station>> 
50:                      <<Set phase to Idle>> 
51:                      wait(0.0); 
52:                      break; 
53:               } 
54:               }  
55:        } 
56: } 
Figure 3.4: A station class 
The station class follows straightly from the state transit diagram of a station in 
Figure 3.1. A station needs to record the number of frames it sent out (Line 4) and 
number of retransmissions so far in this station (Line 5). If a clear channel is found, 
the station transmits two (one for boundary station) frames in both directions. The 
station schedules the frame head’s arrival at its neighbouring station neighbour delay 
time later. In the mean time, the station schedules the frame tail’s departure from 
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itself frame transmission time later. The station also needs to record frames that it 
sent (Line 6) because it is necessary for a station to identify the frames it sent when a 
collision occurs. After transmitting two frames, the station will listen for 2 slot size 
time. If no other frames arrive at this station in this period of time, the transmission 
is successful. If both frames have been transmitted, the station will go to “Finish” 
state and prepare for another transmission some idle time (exponentially distributed) 
later. Otherwise the station will suspend itself and wait for another frame’s departure. 
However, if some frame(s) arrive at this station in 2 slot size time, the transmission 
is considered to fail. 
Once a collision has occurred a time delay must be calculated after which a 
retransmission can be attempted. However, if the maximum number of attempts has 
already been made, the transmission request must be rejected. The function 
retrans_time() in Figure 3.5 calculates the retransmission time according to binary 
exponential back-off algorithm. The actual retransmission is performed with 
retransmit(), which is called in phase “Listen” after the two-slot delay. 
1: class Station extends SProcess { 
2:        : 
3:       void retransmit(Station this_station){ 
4:                /*Have maximum number of attempts been made?*/ 
5:                if (<<Number of retransmission = 16>>){ 
6:                       <<Set phase to Finish>> 
7:                       wait(noise_burst*1.005); 
8:                }else{ 
9:                       <<Set phase to Contention>> 
10:                      /*Wait for a random and restransmit*/ 
11:                      wait(retrans_time(this_station)); 
12:              } 
13:       } 
14:       :  
15:   float retrans_time(int this_station){ 
16:                int   t; 
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17:                int    num; 
18:                float  maximum;            
19:                number_retrans++; 
20:                num = number_trans; 
21:                if (num>10){ 
22:                       num=10; 
23:                } 
24:                maximum=2^num; 
25:                t=(int)uniform(0,maximum); 
26:                return slot_size*t; 
27:   } 
28:   :  
29:         
30:       public void execute(){ 
31:               switch(phase){ 
32:               : 
33:               case Listen:{ 
34:                      if <<Frame is or will be successfully 
35:                              transmitted>>{ 
36:                             : 
37:                      }else{ 
38:                             <<Retransmit this frame>> 
39:                      } 
40:                      break; 
41:               } 
42:               : 
43:        } 
44: } 
Figure 3.5: Retransmission mechanism 
It is necessary for a station class to determine when it interacts with a frame 
class. If a station cannot find a clear channel in “Wait” state, it will be passivated 
until a departure frame clears the channel. When the last frame has left the station 
and is propagating down the cable the station must be reactivated so that the next 
transmission can be made. Note that in the case of very short frames of less than 128 
bytes, this would not be performed because by the time the station had been 
activated after the initial two-slot delay both frames would already have been 
transmitted. 
Now let us look at the frame class. The following pseudo code outlines the 
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frame class.  
1: import spades_Java.*; 
2: Class Aframe extends SProcess{ 
3:        : 
4:        int source;   /* The sender station of the frame */ 
5:        int direction;   /* The direction of propagation */ 
6:        int arr_sta;   /* The station arriving at */ 
7:        int dep_sta;   /* The station leaving from */ 
8:        <<initialize other parameters of a frame>> 
9:        : 
10:       public void execute(){ 
11:              switch(phase){ 
12:              case Arrival:{ 
13:                    int this_stn=this.arr_stn;  
14:                    if (<<The arrival station is in Listen state>>  
15:                         and <<The station is not corrupted>>){  
16:                           invalidate_frame(this_stn); 
17:                    } 
18:                     
19:                    if (<<Frame going to left>>){ 
20:                           <<Flag a frame passing by from left>> 
21:                           if (<<Frame not at end of cable.>>){ 
22:                                  wait(neighbour_delay); 
23:                           }else{ 
24:                                  terminate(); 
25:                           } 
26:                    }else{//Frame going to right 
27:                           <<Flag a frame passing by from right>> 
28:                           if (<<Frame not at end of cable.>>){ 
29:                                  wait(neighbour_delay); 
30:                           }else{ 
31:                                  terminate();       
32:                    }   
33: 
34:                    break; 
35:              } 
36:              case Departure:{ 
37:                    if (<<This is the frame’s source station>>){ 
38:                          <<Flag a frame has been transmitted>> 
39:                          if (<<Finished both frames>>){ 
40:                                 if (<<Frame not corrupted>> and  
41:                              <<Station is not in Listen state>>){ 
42:                                    reactivate(<<This station>>); 
43:                                 } 
44:                          } 
45:                    }  
46:                     
47:                    if (<<Frame is going to left>>){ 
48:                          <<Frame passing by decrease by 1>> 
49:                          if (<<Frame can be sent to left>>){ 
50:                                 wait(neighbour_delay); 
51:                          }else{ 
52:                                 terminate(); 
53:                          } 
54:                    }else{//Frame is going to right 
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55:                          <<Frame passing by decrease by 1>> 
56:                          if (<<Frame can be sent to right>>){ 
57:                                 wait(neighbour_delay); 
58:                          }else{ 
59:                                 terminate(); 
60:                          } 
61:                    } 
62:                     
63:                    if (<<Channel is clear after this departure>>  
64:                      and  <<This station suspends>>){ 
65:                           reactivate(<<this station>>); 
66:                    } 
67:  
68:                    break; 
69:              } 
70:       } 
71: }        
Figure 3.6: A frame class 
An arriving frame schedules its possible arrival at its neighbouring stations and 
increases the number of frames passing by the station. If the station happens to be a 
boundary station, the frame will be terminated. When a frame departs from a station, 
it will first test whether the station is the frame’s source station. If it is, the frame 
will be flagged to be transmitted. If the frame is not corrupted, we will activate the 
station to transmit another frame. The departing frame will schedule its departure 
from neighbouring station and decrease the number of frames passing by the station. 
If the station is a boundary station, the frame will be terminated.  
We have seen before that a station needs to suspend to wait for a frame’s 
activation. The activation of the waiting station is suspended if the channel is busy. 
Only a departure event can make the channel clear, so the channel will be checked 
after every departure event. The waiting station will be reactivated if a departure 
event makes the channel clear (Line 65). Another interaction occurs when the last 
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frame is sent out and the station is reactivated to make the next transmission (Line 
42). 
When a frame arrives at a station that is in “Listen” state, it will collide with the 
station. The corrupted frames will be passivated (extracted from FEL) and be 
rescheduled to occur some noise time (noise_burst) later. The pseudo code to handle 
collisions is listed in Figure 3.7. 
1: Class Aframe extends SProcess{ 
2:        : 
3:        public void execute(){ 
4:               switch(phase){ 
5:               case Arrival:{ 
6:                     int this_stn=this.arr_stn;  
7:                     if (<<The arrival station is in Listen state>>  
8:                          and <<The station is not corrupted>>){  
9:                            invalidate_frame(this_stn); 
10:                     } 
11:        : 
12:        void invalidate_frame(int station){ 
13:                <<Mark this station’s transmission to be fail>> 
14:                if <<Station transmit frame left>>{ 
15:                       //remove from FEL 
16:                       passivate(<<Left frame>>); 
17:                       <<Left frame>>.wait(noise_burst); 
18:                } 
19:                if <<Station transmit frame right>>{ 
20:                       passivate(<<Right frame>>); 
21:                       <<Right frame>>.wait(noise_burst); 
22:                } 
23:        } 
24:        : 
25: } 
 
Figure 3.7: Collision handler 
If all stations are activated to occur at simulation time 0 at the initial stage, each 
station will try to transmit two (one for boundary station) frames in both directions. 
Then the simulation will run according to the aforementioned mechanism. The 
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whole pseudo source code of Ethernet network simulation is presented in Appendix 
C. 
As CSMA/CD protocol is the essential part of Ethernet, it is implemented in our 
simulator. But some other researchers choose to eliminate the implementation of 
CSMA/CD protocol to reduce the implementation complexity [44]. 
3.3.2 Parallel 
In SPaDES/Java, every LP maps to a resource. A resource maintains its own 
future event list and executes events from its own event list. Null message 
synchronization protocol is used to ensure event causality. A station is mapped to a 
resource in Ethernet network simulation. Null message protocol used in 
SPaDES/Java requires that users statically specify the links that indicate which LP 
may communicate with which other LPs. Obviously there are links between two 
neighbouring stations. Additional links exist from one LP to itself because the frame 
head’s arrival is scheduled by itself. Therefore the station in Ethernet network is 
self-transitive. Both null messages and event messages transmit through links. The 
links for a 3-station Ethernet network are illustrated in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8: Links in a 3-station Ethernet network 
An event message enters an LP’s output link only when the LP executes a 
process’ arrival event. SPaDES/Java incurs two activities for an arrival event. One is 
to schedule the process’ departure event in local FEL. Another is to call the process’ 
execution and send the process to its output channel. The scheduled departure event 
in FEL is in fact a dummy event with the departure timestamp and the process name. 
When the dummy event is executed, it will remove the actual departure event in the 
output link and send the event to its neighbour LP. The neighbouring LP then puts 
the process’ arrival event to its FEL. This is the mechanism SPaDES/Java transmits 
an event between two linked LPs. 
SPaDES/Java provides the same primitives for sequential and parallel 
simulation. Hence it is easy to use the sequential simulation codes for parallel 
execution. One difference that exists between sequential and parallel implementation 
is frame passing through a station. Frame transmits from one station to its neighbour 
after neighbour delay time. This delay is modeled by calling wait() primitive in 
1LP  2LP  2LP  
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sequential implementation. Global FEL then sorts all processes. The sequential 
implementation of frame passing is shown in Figure 3.9a.  
 
Figure 3.9: Sequential and parallel implementation of frame passing 
However, this approach cannot be applied to parallel simulation because arrival 
events at two neighbouring stations are located at different LPs. The transmission 
delay between two stations is now modeled as the service time delay in resource. 
Hence a station resource is modeled as a delay center where a frame can get service 
immediately when it arrives at a station. The response time of all delay centers is 
zero and the transmission delay from one station to its neighbour is also zero. The 
work() primitive is called to schedule its arrival at neighbour delay when a message 
Station[i+1] Station[i] 





work(t) (b) Parallel 
Boundary station 
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arrives at a station. This mechanism is a little more complicated than the mechanism 
used in sequential implementation. However, the two approaches are equivalent. 
Figure 3.9b illustrates the parallel implementation of message transmitting between 
stations. 
3.4 Verification 
Simulation verification ensures that the simulator program implements 
conceptual model correctly [30]. In this study, the Ethernet simulator is developed 
with a special-purpose simulation language SPaDES/Java, not one general purpose 
higher order language such as PASCAL or FORTRAN. A simulation 
language/library will usually provide the sub-model for each simulation function 
(e.g., time-flow mechanism, process and resource manager, random number and 
random variants generators, and integration routines). Therefore, using a special 
purpose simulation language will not only reduce the programming time, but also 
increase the probability of having a correct program.  
The simulation library, SPaDES/Java, has preciously been verified by other 
queuing network applications [40, 41, 42]. Here we only illustrate the verification of 
the Ethernet simulator.  
Firstly, the development is to start with a simplified version of the model and 
then to refine it in a number of steps. In the first step, the modeling of the 
complicated frame collisions and the resulting retransmission strategy is completed 
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ignored. Then the retransmission strategy can be incorporated in a second step and 
the necessary data collection and analysis functionality in a third step. The parallel 
Ethernet simulator was developed in the last step. This multistage development and 
verification limit the errors in a short development period and avoids the major 
revision to the simulator.  
Secondly, the code was reviewed by people other than the author to check the 
model logic. 
Thirdly, the simulator produced a trace file which consists of detailed event 
execution representing the step-by-step progress of the simulator over the simulation 
time. The trace file recorded the detail information for every event generated from 
the simulator, including the customer ID, event’s timestamp and the LP. The trace 
file is similar to the one listed in Appendix A. This method allows detection of subtle 
errors. The trace file displayed that some events may occur but not be scheduled to 
TSA in the later instrumentation stage. It turned out the causal relationship between 
events are not correctly maintained by TSA.  
Fourthly, one test program is written to check the execution of Ethernet 
simulator. The purpose of using test program is to guarantee that the following 
conditions are correctly held: 
1. The timestamp of every message into one LP is always larger than its 
timestamp out of the LP; 
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2. The arrival time of every message to the receiver LP is always larger than its 
departure time from the sender LP; 
3. The number of messages in FEL is always larger than or equal to zero; 
4. Finally, the number of messages into an internal LP is equal to the number of 
messages away from it; 
Some extreme-conditions are also tested in every stage of the Ethernet simulator 
development. For example, we test the case where only two stations in the Ethernet 
network contend the channel. Such an extreme condition will allow us to check the 
correctness of the collision and retransmission modeling easily. 
Finally, the state of the simulated system, i.e., the contents of the event list, state 
variables, statistical counters were printed and checked with the model logic.  
3.5 Validation 
The aim of validation in a simulation study is to ensure confidence in the study’s 
results. A model is sound and dependable if it accomplishes what is expected [10]. 
Developing a simulation model is an iterative process with successive refinements at 
each stage. Hence validation occurs at several stages in a simulation project. Our 
experiments are validated at two stages. One existing Ethernet model by CSIM [45] 
is used to validate our implementation using SPaDES/Java. We assume that the 
CSIM model is itself validated [31]. In order to validate the sequential 
implementation, we compare our simulation results with those by the CSIM model. 
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Next, we validate the parallel implementation. 
3.5.1 Sequential Simulation 
Binary exponential back-off algorithm uses uniformly distributed number 
generation to calculate retransmission delay. We also assume an exponentially 
distributed mean idle time between transmissions. CSIM and SPaDES/Java use 
different pseudo random number seed value for generating random variants. In the 
first step the fix value [30] validation is used and the random mechanism is excluded 
from the simulator.  
 Let us look at the validation process in detail now. We generate simulation 
results from both the CSIM version and the sequential SPaDES/Java version. 
Comparison between the two simulation results is used to validate our 
implementation. In fix value validation, all model input and internal variables are 
fixed and we can check the model results against hand calculated values. Firstly, the 
random variant is replaced in the binary exponential back-off algorithm by changing 
the back-off in terms of the number of slots to 2
)1( +n
. The delay time between 
frame corruption and retransmission also increases with number of retransmissions. 
Next, the mean idle time between transmissions is fixed at 0.1 ms. All stations are 
initialized to activate at different times, i.e., increment of 0.1 ms, 0 ms for station 0, 
0.1 ms for station 1, 0.2 ms for station 2, and so on. The simulation duration is 100 
seconds. Because of the fine simulation resolution, this generates about 108 events 
during this period of simulated time.  
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Table 3.1 shows the comparison of simulation results between CSIM model and 
sequential SPaDES/Java model. The output of transmit and efficiency is already 
defined in the simulation model (section 3.2). The two programs produce the same 
simulation results. Therefore the SPaDES/Java model is validated by the CSIM one. 
Parameters CSIM SPaDES/Java 














































Table 3.1: Validation of SPaDES/Java Ethernet simulator (fix value) 
 The simulator output, transmit delay and efficiency, in Table 3.1 is only used for 
validation because we use fix value method to validate the Ethernet simulator. 
 Although we exclude the effect of random variants in the two simulation 
libraries, two implementations may schedule simultaneous events to occur at 
different orders. To save future events, CSIM uses a tertiary tree while SPaDES/Java 
uses a binary minheap. Heap-based sort is unstable because two simultaneous events 
may not keep their original order after sorting. This prevents problems to be 
completely validated. 
 In the second step, we validated sequential SPaDES/Java Ethernet simulator by 
comparing our simulation outputs with those by Watkins’ model. Because simulation 
modeling normally requires repeatability, random number generator can always 
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produce the same sequence of random numbers starting with the same initial 
condition (seed). Therefore we use the same number stream for both the CSIM 
simulator and SPaDES/Java simulator to compare the simulation outputs. The two 
simulation outputs are listed in Table 3.2. The mean idle time is 0 and the simulation 
time is 1000 ms. 
Parameters CSIM SPaDES/Java 


























































Table 3.2: Validation of SPaDES/Java Ethernet simulator 
Our simulation results are the same as those generated by Watkins’ and higher 
than those from other studies [18, 34]. Different model assumptions are used in [18, 
34] and the performance results are obtained from theoretical analysis. For example, 
they suppose “that n stations are contending for the channel and suppose that each 
station transmits during a contention mini-slot with probability p.” Their results are 
derived directly from the paper of Metcalfe and Boggs [24]. Many simulation and 
theoretical studies of Ethernet assume a simple distribution for the arrival of packets. 
Poisson distribution is usually used. However, real network traffic often consists of 
heavy load that are divided by long period light traffic [2]. 
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As in Watkins’ model, our Ethernet network simulator assumes there is no idle 
period, i.e. network load is continuous and heavy. Therefore the network throughput 
and efficiency are higher. 
3.5.2 Parallel Simulation 
A similar method is exploited to validate the parallel implementation. Ethernet 
simulation results of parallel SPaDES/Java version are compared with CSIM version. 
Finally we produced the same simulation results between CSIM version and parallel 
SPaDES/Java version as in Table 3.2 and thus validate the parallel implementation. 
3.6 Events Instrumentation 
We instrumented the Ethernet network simulator to obtain event sequence and 
causal relationships. There are five types of events in Ethernet network simulation, 
shown in Figure 3.10: (1) External Arrival: A frame arrives from external 
environment to the Ethernet network. An external arrival event is scheduled only if a 
station finds a clear channel to transmit frames; (2) Internal Arrival: A frame arrives 
at an intermediate station from the neighbouring station, scheduled by its 
neighbouring station; (3) Boundary Arrival: A frame arrives at a boundary station 
from its neighbor, scheduled by its neighbor’s arrival event; (4) Internal Departure: 
A frame departs from one intermediate station, scheduled either by this frame’s 
external arrival event or its internal departure from the neighbouring station; (5) 
Boundary Departure: A frame departs from one boundary station, scheduled by 
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neighbor’s internal departure. 
 
Figure 3.10: Five types of events in Ethernet network simulator 
A station loops over some states, but can stay only at one state at any particular 
point of the simulation time. Hence every station process has only one event in the 
LP’s FEL and it does not change with event orderings. Therefore we do not consider 
events for station activation. We concentrate on the activation of frames and the 
interaction between stations and frames in our experiments.  
TSA requires that one knows all the causal relationships between events so that 
one can analyze the performance based on causal restriction. We record every event 
together with its antecedent event. An event can be executed only after its antecedent 
event has been executed according to causal restriction. 
It is complicated to find causal antecedent events for external arrival events. A 
station will schedule an external arrival event when it is in “Wait” state and a clear 
channel is available. We check back from this point to find which other events may 
be the antecedent event of an external event in Ethernet’s control flow graph (CFG), 
1 
2 3 4 5 
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shown in Figure 3.11. The following six paths give the possible antecedent events of 
an external arrival event. 
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• Path 1: The channel becomes clear after a frame has departed. The departure 
event will then reactivate the station that is suspended on the “Wait” state. The 
departure event thus becomes the antecedent event of such an external arrival 
event. 
• Path 2: A frame arrives at a listening station and collides with the station. The 
station will try to retransmit its frame(s) if the number of retransmissions is less 
than 16. If the channel happens to be empty when the station returns to “Wait” 
state, an external arrival event will be scheduled. Hence the arrival event that 
makes the station collided becomes the antecedent event of an external arrival 
event in this circumstance. 
• Path 3: In the initial configuration all stations will find clear channel and transmit 
frames immediately. There is no antecedent event for such an external arrival 
event. 
• Path 4: A successfully-transmitted frame will depart from its source station after 
2 slot size time if the frame size is not less than 128 bytes. After the last frame is 
departed, the station will successfully finish this transmission and go to “Finish” 
state. If the station finds a clear channel immediately in the next loop of 
transmission, it will schedule one external arrival event. Hence the departure 
event will be the antecedent event of the next loop’s external arrival event. 
• Path 5: The situation is similar to path 4 except that the departed frame size is 
less than 128 bytes. When the frame departs from its source station, the station is 
still within 2-slot time and at “Listen” state. The station will go to “Finish” state 
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when 2-slot time passed from its initial transmission. If the station finds a clear 
channel immediately in the next loop of transmission, it will schedule one 
external arrival event. This departure event thus becomes the antecedent event of 
next loop’s external arrival event. 
• Path 6: If a frame arrives at a listening station, it will collide with the station. If 
the number of retransmissions so far is already 16, the transmission of the station 
is considered to fail and the station will go to “Finish” state. Similar to path 4 
and path 5, if the station finds a clear channel immediately in the next loop of 
transmission, it will schedule one external arrival event. Therefore the corrupted 
arrival event becomes the antecedent event of next loop’s external arrival event. 
Collision occurs both in path 2 and in path 6. The difference between the two 
situations relies on the number of retransmissions. The number of retransmissions is 
less than 16 in path 2, so the station goes back to “Wait” state to retransmit. But in 
path 6, 16 retransmissions flag a failed transmission and the station goes to “Finish” 
state. Frame transmission is successful both in path 4 and in path 5. But frame size is 
less than 128 bytes in path 4 and larger than or equal to 128 bytes in path 5. 
The five basic event types are classified in detail to 11 event types according to 
our analysis. Table 3.3 lists all of them and their scheduling information.  
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Event Type Scheduling Comment 
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kA  refers to frame k  arrival on service center 1p , and similarly D  refers to 
departure event. 1t is neighbour delay time and 2t is frame transmission time 
Table 3.3: Event types and their scheduling information in Ethernet simulator 
Let us explain the scheduling relationships of the 11 types of events. External 
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arrival 1pkA  schedules both the frame’s arrival event to neighbouring station 
2p
kA  
and the frame’s departure event from source station 1pkD . 
2p
kA  will be executed 
neighbor delay time ( 1t ) later because the head of the frame will take that period of 
time to arrive at its neighbouring station. 1pkD  will be executed frame-trans-time ( 2t ) 
later because it takes a frame that period of time to pass through a station. 
There are two other kinds of arrival events for a frame: internal arrival and 
boundary arrival. Internal arrival means the arrival of a frame at an intermediate 
station and boundary arrival means the arrival at a boundary station. Internal arrival 
event schedules its arrival at neighbouring station 1t  later (internal arrival 1). If this 
arrival event incurs a collision and the collided station finds a clear channel in the 
next transmission, other two external arrival events will be scheduled (internal 
arrival 2). Similarly, there are two event types (boundary arrival 1 and boundary 
arrival 2) for boundary arrival events. 
A frame’s internal departure event schedules its departure from neighbouring 
station 1t  time later (internal departure 1). If a frame departs from a boundary 
station, no new events will be scheduled (boundary departure 1). If the departure 
event clears the channel where a station is suspended, the station will be reactivated 
and schedule two new frames immediately (internal departure 2). When the last 
uncorrupted frame departs from its source station (internal station), the transmission 
is flagged to be successful and the station will go to “Finish” state. If the station can 
find a clear channel in the first transmission of next activation, it will schedule two 
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new frames (internal departure 3). 
Similarly, there are three types of events for boundary departure event. A frame 
departing from a boundary station won’t schedule new events (boundary departure 1). 
If a departure event clears the channel in a suspended boundary station, the station 
can schedule one new frame immediately (boundary departure 2). If a successful 
frame departs from its source station, which is a boundary station, it will schedule its 
departure from its neighbouring station 1t  later and also flag a successful 
transmission. Then the boundary station returns to “Finish” state and attempts a new 
transmission. If it finds a clear channel immediately, a new frame will be scheduled 
(boundary departure 3). 
There are three special departure events corresponding to path 1, 4 and 5 in 
Ethernet’s CFG. However, one departure event belong s to one path for one frame 
can depart from only one station in one particular state:  
 Path 1: This station is in “Wait” state; 
 Path 4: This station is in “Finish” state; 
 Path 5: This station is in “Listen” state. 
Path 3 in Figure 3.10 corresponds to the initial configuration in Ethernet 
network simulation where every station’s FEL length is set to 2 (1 for boundary 
station). We instrumented a sequential Ethernet network simulator to obtain list of 
events. Sometimes we are not certain about which type an event is going to be when 
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it is just obtained from FEL. We need to wait until a station’s next transmission to 
confirm its type. 
3.7 Summary 
We introduced in this chapter, our Ethernet model and its implementation. The 
Ethernet network was presented from three levels: problem, conceptual model and 
implementation. In the conceptual model, we discussed the activation of stations and 
frames. The simulator is implemented using SPaDES/Java and validated using a 
CSIM model. Lastly we presented how to instrument and obtain event sequence 
from Ethernet network simulation.
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Chapter 4  
 
Experimental Results and Analysis 
 The experimental results and analysis are introduced in this chapter. Average 
event parallelism and profile of memory requirement are based on that required by 
the physical system, as a result of different event orderings and the overhead of 
simulation synchronization. Both event parallelism and memory requirement are 
illustrated from three steps. Lastly, we present the performance tradeoff. 
4.1 Event Parallelism 
As presented in Chapter 1, the event parallelism is defined as the average 
number of events executed per unit time. Event parallelism is measured from three 
steps in our experiments: physical problem, event orderings and implementation.  
4.1.1 Problem 
Event parallelism existing in the problem is referred to as the inherent event 
parallelism ( probΠ ). As illustrated in Chapter 1, probΠ  is measured as the sum of all 
service centers’ utilization. The utilization of a service center is defined as µλ / , 
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where λ  is the arrival rate and µ  is the service rate of the service center. We can 
directly measure these values in our simulator, calculate the utilization for all 
stations, and then obtain probΠ .  
Before presenting the probΠ  results, we first determine the parameters of the 
simulated Ethernet network. Workload characterization consists of a description of 
the workload by means of quantitative parameters and functions. The objective of 
workload characterization is to derive a model that is able to show, capture, and 
reproduce the behavior of the workload and its most important features [3]. The 
number of stations is varied from 10 to 40. Most applications use frames with size of 
2 to the power of an integer value. Hence we vary the frame size from 128 to 1024 
bytes. 
Many simulation and theoretical studies of Ethernet assume a simple 
distribution for the arrival of packets. Poisson distribution is usually used. However, 
the work load in real networks is rarely Poisson distributed. Usually there are some 
bursts of heavy load that are divided by long time light traffic [2]. Hence we do not 
assume a particular distribution for the arrival of frames and set the mean idle time to 
be 0, which represents a heavy and constant load state where every station always 
has data to transmit.  
The detailed probΠ  results for Ethernet network are shown in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: probΠ  for Ethernet 
Figure 4.1 shows how probΠ  changes with number of stations and frame size. 
probΠ  increases when more stations exist in the system, for more stations create the 
potential for more concurrent stations in Ethernet network simulator. probΠ  also 
increases slightly with frame size. A frame with larger frame size spends more time 
passing through a station and thus reduce the service rate ( µ ) of stations. The 
service rate then influences the utilization of stations and increases the probΠ . 
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4.1.2 Event Orderings 
 Events occurring at different physical times are executed chronologically in 
sequential simulation. Even two concurrent events in the physical system are 
processed sequentially in the simulation before parallel computers were introduced. 
Parallel simulation can relax this restriction and use other event orderings to generate 
correct simulation results, as long as it does not violate the event causality. We have 
already introduced how TSA measures ordΠ  in Chapter 2. Now let us look at ordΠ  
results for Ethernet network simulation. 
We use the same input parameters that we used while presenting inherent event 
parallelism in section 4.1.1. The number of stations is varied from 10 to 40 and 
frame size is varied from 128 bytes to 1024 bytes. The mean idle time between 
transmissions is set to be 0. The window size of time interval event ordering (TI) is 
set to be 0.002 ms. We estimate the window size to be the transmission delay 
between two neighbouring stations. If there are 25 stations and the cable length is 10 









, approximately 0.002 
ms. The simulation terminates when simulation time exceeds 100,000 ms. The 
results of our experiment are based on the average of five replications of Ethernet 
network simulation. Figure 4.2 shows the detailed ordΠ  results. 
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Figure 4.2: ordΠ  changes with event orderings (frame size 1024 bytes) 
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Figure 4.2 demonstrates that the event orderings significantly influence ordΠ . 
Partial event ordering (PAR) achieves high parallelism while time stamp (TS) event 
ordering can exploit only little parallelism. Partial event ordering considers only the 
causal restriction between events while time interval event ordering and time stamp 
event ordering have additional ordering rules to restrict the number of concurrent 
events, thus limiting the event parallelism. A weaker event ordering exploits high 













Figure 4.3: ordΠ  changes with problem size (frame size 1024 bytes) 
 ordΠ  increases almost linearly with number of stations as shown in Figure 4.3. 
More stations potentially allow more concurrent events and thereby give higher 
parallelism.  
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Figure 4.5: ordΠ  changes with frame size (partial event order) 
Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show that ordΠ  increases slightly with the frame size. It can 
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be interpreted by analyzing the event dependency in Ethernet network simulator. 
There are three dependences between events in Ethernet network simulator:  
1) The dependency between events representing transmission (arrival or departure) 
between neighbouring stations. Since the cable length and the signal 
transmission speed are constant in our simulator, the dependency is determined 
by the number of stations. 
2) The dependency between events representing a frame’s external arrival and its 
departure from the source station. The time delay is the frame transmission time, 
which is determined by frame size when the LAN speed is fixed to 10Mbps. 
3) The dependency between external arrival events and their possible antecedent 
events. Since the antecedent event of an external arrival event usually occurs at 
its previous transmission, the time delay for the dependency is mainly 
determined by the mean idle time.  
 Frame size can influence the time delay between a frame’s external arrival and 
its departure from the source station (Category 2). The time delay is long for a large 
frame, therefore it is less likely for the departure event to block and wait for its 
antecedent event (the external arrival event). Therefore, a larger frame size gives 
slightly higher ordΠ . 
4.1.3 Implementation 
As illustrated in Chapter 2, effective event parallelism ( syncΠ ) is measured from 
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actual simulation. It is measured as ( )unitTTEvents# , where Events#  is the 
number of all events in the simulated problem, T  is the execution time (only events 
and null messages) of the LP which has the longest execution time compared to the 
others, and unitT  is the average event execution time (Eq. 2.1).  
The Tembusu cluster (64 Intel PIII 1.4 GHz dual processors, each with 1 GB 
RAM, connected via a 1G Bps Myrinet switch) is used in our experiments. We map 
one LP per node in the cluster and terminate the simulation when the simulation time 
exceeds 100,000 ms. The results are listed at Table 4.3.  
Parameters 
#Station Frame size 
(bytes) 
#Events 
( 610× ) 
#Null 
messages 
( 610× ) 












































































































Table 4.3: syncΠ  for Ethernet 
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Figure 4.6: syncΠ  for Ethernet 
Figure 4.6 shows how syncΠ  changes with frame size and the number of 
stations. Just like the inherent event parallelism and event ordering parallelism, more 
stations give higher effective event parallelism. There are potentially more 
concurrent events with larger number of LPs in the system. We also observe that 
larger frame size exploits less parallelism. Effective event parallelism is influenced 
by the ratio of events execution time to null messages execution time. The number of 
executed events will decrease when frame size is increased because the time a frame 
takes to transmit on the channel will increase. However, the lookahead of null 
messages (neighbour delay) will stay constant because the number of stations does 
not change. A large frame size increase the average time delay between two events, 
and hence increase the number of null messages. Therefore, the ratio of event 
execution time to null message execution time will decrease and thus effective event 
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parallelism will decrease. Figure 4.7 compares the event execution time (T-event) 
and null message execution time (T-nullmsg) change with frame size (bytes). The 




















null msg execution time
 
Figure 4.7: Event and null message execution time changes with frame size 
4.1.4 Relationship between Different Parallelisms 
We have measured the event parallelism from three steps: problem, event 
orderings and implementation. In this section, we establish the relationships between 
the parallelisms of the three steps. 
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Table 4.4: Comparison of three parallelisms in Ethernet simulation 
Table 4.4 illustrates that all of the three parallelisms will increase with the 
















Figure 4.8: Relationships of different parallelisms (#station is 20) 
Figure 4.8 illustrates the relationship of three parallelisms and the detailed 
results are presented in Table 4.4. We assume that the event ordering used in the null 
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message synchronization protocol in SPaDES/Java is partial event ordering. We 
observe that probΠ  is higher than ordΠ  and ordΠ  is higher than syncΠ . Clearly, 
maintaining a certain event ordering decreases the event parallelism existing in the 
problem. In addition, when one particular synchronization protocol is used in a 
specific platform, it is implemented to maintain event causality according to certain 
event ordering rules. Hence the event parallelism will decrease due to the additional 
implementation overhead. The event parallelism after implementation ( syncΠ ) is 
much less than that to maintain event orderings ( ordΠ ). A large number of null 
messages deteriorate the performance of parallel Ethernet network simulator greatly. 
We also observe that probΠ  and ordΠ  increase with frame size but syncΠ  
decreases with frame size. The reasons for this result have been presented when the 
results were interpreted separately in previous sections.  
4.2 Memory Requirement 
 We divided the memory required to support a simulator into three main 
components, namely, memory to model the states of the physical system ( probM ), 
memory required by the event list to schedule event execution based on the selected 
event ordering ( ordM ), and additional memory to implement the synchronization 
protocol ( syncM ).  
 TSA can measure the probM  and ordM  by following particular event ordering 
rules. syncM  is implementation dependent, so we measure it from the actual 
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simulation.  
4.2.1 Problem 
 The station in Ethernet is a delay center where no events need to wait [14]. Two 
or more events can pass through the station simultaneously. Therefore, probM  is 
zero for Ethernet simulation. 
4.2.2 Event Orderings 
ordM  results for Ethernet simulation are presented in Table 4.5.  








































































































Table 4.5: ordM  for Ethernet 
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Figure 4.9: ordM  increases linearly with problem size 
Figure 4.9 shows that the ordM  increases linearly ( 86 −n ) with problem size 
n . Surprisingly, ordM  is constant for different event orderings and frame sizes. A 
strong event ordering exploits more event ordering rules than necessary to follow the 
causality restriction in a closed system where the maximum number of jobs is known 
before implementation. The worst case scenario where ordM  achieves its maximum 
value occurs at the very beginning of Ethernet simulation, which will be explained in 
detail in the following paragraphs. 
At the initial stage of Ethernet simulation, every frame is transmitted in two 
directions except the frame sent by a boundary station. Hence there are two frames 
waiting for transmission, i.e., FEL has two entries. Boundary stations have only one 
entry because they can only send frames in one direction. Therefore, ordM  is 
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22 −n  in the initial configuration as shown in Figure 4.10. 
 
Figure 4.10: Worst case scenario for total event ordering 
 Worst case scenario occurs when every station wants to transmit frames at 
simulation time 0. The external arrival of a frame will schedule two events in FEL 
(refer to Table 3.2): the frame head’s arrival at neighbouring station and the frame 
tail’s departure from its source station. After every station finishes executing its 
Frame waits to transmit 
in 2 directions 
Station k        Station k+1 
FEL FEL 
FEL FEL 
1 external arrival schedule 2 events 
Collision 
FEL 
next activation will 
schedule 2 frame’s 
external arrival events 
(a) Initial configuration 
(b) All external arrival events are executed  
(c) After neighbour delay time 
Station k        Station k+1 
Station k        Station k+1 
FEL 
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external arrival event, there will be 4 entries in its FEL except boundary stations, 
which have two entries in their FELs. Hence ordM  is 44 −n  after simulation time 
0 as shown in Figure 4.10b.  
 After the initial execution of all external arrival events, there will be 2n-2 frames 
transmitted in the channel. No doubt all frames will collide with each other. In 
addition, all stations are equally distributed on the channel in our simulated Ethernet, 
so the delays between neighbouring stations are the same. After the delay time has 
passed, every frame will arrive at their neighbouring stations, which are all in the 
“Listen” state then. The collision arrival will schedule this station’s next activity loop 
by scheduling two external arrival events in its FEL. It will also schedule its next 
arrival at the neighbor’s neighbour, so the entries in this station’s FEL will increase 
by 2. Hence there will be 6 entries in all internal stations after all the arrivals are 
executed at the same time. For a boundary station, there are only 2 entries in FEL, 
because it will absorb the arrival frames and only schedule one external arrival for 
next activity loop. Now ordM  is 86 −n  as shown in Figure 4.10c.  
 After the worst scenario, ordM  begins to decrease because more and more 
frames arriving at a boundary station will be absorbed. The sum of entries in all 
FELs will decrease. In the next transmission, some stations will compete for the 
channel again with CSMA/CD protocol resolving collision and guaranteeing 
fairness.  
CSMA/CD protocol gives priority to a station which has consecutive frames to 
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send. Figure 4.11 shows the memory profile for partial event ordering over time. It 
shows that ordM  decreases soon after the aforementioned worst case. It remains at a 
small value around 10 after the system goes to a steady state. In the steady state one 
station usually dominates the channel and transmits a large amount of frames in a 
period of time. Other stations have to wait during that time interval. Then in other 
time intervals, there will be another station dominating the channel and transmitting 




















































*#station is 20, frame size is 1024 bytes 
Figure 4.11: Ethernet memory profile for partial event ordering 
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4.2.3 Implementation 
syncM  is measured as the sum of maximum buffer size for null messages in all 
LPs. This is the additional memory used for implementation. We monitor the actual 
parallel simulator execution and use the simulation-based method to measure syncM . 
The input configuration is the same that we measure syncΠ . 
syncM  Frame size 







































Figure 4.12: syncM  for Ethernet 
Figure 4.12 illustrates how syncM  changes with number of stations and frame 
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size. As we stated before, syncM  accounts for the memory to hold incoming null 
messages in an LP. Hence the maximum number of null messages between two 
executed events determines syncM . Lookahead greatly influence the number of null 
messages in a parallel SPaDES/Java simulator. A large lookahead can decrease the 
number of null messages greatly. A small lookahead, on the other hand, can greatly 
increase the number of null messages. In Ethernet simulation, the lookahead is the 
time of transmission delay between two neighbouring stations. The cable length is 
constant, so more stations in Ethernet will decrease the transmission delay between 
two neighbouring stations. Therefore, a large number of stations mean a small 
lookahead. A small lookahead will increase the number of null messages. Hence 
syncM , the memory used to hold null messages, will increase with number of 
stations.  
Similarly, a large-size frame has a long time interval between its source 
departure event and its external arrival event. The number of null messages will 
increase when a long time interval exists between two events. Therefore, a large 
frame requires more syncM  than a small frame. Null messages deteriorate the 
performance seriously, which is shown in Table 4.7. The NMR (null message ratio) 
is defined as the ratio of the number of null messages to the total number of event 
messages and null messages. 
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*Frame size: 256 bytes, simulation time: 100,000 ms 
Table 4.7: Null message ratio changes with problem size 
We can see that the number of null messages is already very high even when the 
problem size is small. A four-station Ethernet simulating for one second (simulation 
time) requires about 1,000,000 additional null messages to synchronize the parallel 
simulation. In addition, the NMR is also high. There are average 50 null messages 
for every event message. 
Parameter Memory usage 





































Table 4.8: Memory requirement of Ethernet simulation 
Detailed memory consumption of Ethernet is illustrated in Table 4.8. We count 
ordM  for conservative protocol from actual monitoring. ordM  is the same as other 
event orderings, i.e., 6n-8. We observe that much more memory is required for 
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implementation than for maintaining event orderings. 
4.3 Performance Tradeoff 
This study successfully validated the methodology with the Ethernet application. 
Our experimental results are consistent with the existing results of queuing network 
benchmarks [27, 40]. This time space analysis is found to be applicable to both 
larger and realistic applications.  
High speedup may require more memory usage in parallel simulation. Efficient 
implementation of a synchronization protocol exploits a higher parallelism while 
keeping the required memory under a certain level. Therefore, it is important to 
analyze the time-space tradeoff for performance tuning. In the Ethernet network 
simulator the event parallelism increases with the number of stations either in event 
ordering level ( ordΠ ) or in implementation level ( syncΠ ). However, by increasing the 
number of stations in the system, more memory is expended. Thus, there is a tradeoff 
between event parallelism and memory requirements with number of stations either 
in event ordering level or in implementation level. 
If only event ordering is considered, Figure 4.13 shows that a weaker event 
ordering exploits higher event parallelism ( ordΠ ) without increasing the amount of 
memory requirement ( ordM ) in Ethernet network simulator. The number of nodes is 
40. A stricter event ordering is believed to impose more event ordering rules than 
necessary to follow causality restriction. Therefore, the parallelism gain can be 
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Figure 4.13: Time ( ordΠ ) and space ( ordM ) tradeoff 
In implementation level, Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.12 show that small frame size 
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can provide a good balance between effective event parallelism ( syncΠ ) and memory 
used for synchronization ( syncM ). 
4.4 Summary 
 This chapter presented and analyzed the performance results of Ethernet 
network simulator in detail. The event parallelism and memory usage were analyzed 
from three levels: problem, event orderings and implementation. The inherent event 
parallelism was analyzed with an analytical method. TSA was used to measure event 
parallelism and memory requirement due to event orderings. We then parallelized the 
Ethernet simulation using SPaDES/Java to measure the performance in 
implementation level. We also discussed the relationships between performances of 
these three levels. Lastly, performance tradeoff, which can be used for performance 
tuning, is analyzed.
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Chapter 5  
 
Conclusion 
Teo et al. have developed a formal methodology to evaluate event parallelism 
and memory requirement in parallel simulation before implementation. The 
advantage of this methodology is that one can predict parallelism and memory 
consumption before much effort is expended to parallelize a simulator. If we find 
that a simulator has little parallelism, no efforts need to be wasted to implement it. In 
addition every computer has limited capacity, so the memory consumption is also an 
important issue we should address in parallel simulation. Processors with at least the 
upper bound of the memory can guarantee that the parallel program can be executed. 
 Simulation protocol adheres to a certain event ordering to produce the 
simulation results correctly. Different event orderings produce different degrees of 
parallelism. In addition, to maintain a particular event ordering, one needs to save 
some pending events in its event list. Various amounts of memory may be required 
for different event orderings. Four simulation event orderings were formally defined 
with partial order set theory in the methodology. They are partial event ordering, 
time interval event ordering, time stamp event ordering and total event ordering. 
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This methodology has previously been validated using limited queuing network 
benchmarks.  
In this thesis, we used Ethernet as an application to further validate and assess 
the application of this methodology. Ethernet is a large and complicated system. 
Usually there are hundreds of computers attached to the channel. We therefore 
expect much parallelism in the system. It is valuable to evaluate such a system 
before it is actually implemented.  
The conceptual model of our Ethernet simulator is the same as one existing 
Ethernet model by CSIM, which can not only simplify the developing process but 
also reduce the validation effort. SPaDES/Java was used to develop both the 
sequential and parallel simulator.  
After developing and validating the Ethernet simulator, we instrumented the 
simulator to get the detail information of event generated from the simulator. A time 
space analyzer tool was used to analyze these information to get the event 
parallelism and memory consumption results. 
Our experimental results reveal that a weaker event ordering exploits more event 
parallelism without increasing memory usage, which is consistent with the previous 
results of benchmark studies. We observed that in the Ethernet network simulator the 
upper bound on memory to maintain event orderings is 6n-8, where n is the number 
of stations. Therefore, this study successfully validates the time space analysis 
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methodology. We studied in detail the relationship between event orderings and the 
performance of parallel simulations. Performance tradeoff analysis can be used for 
tuning the performance of parallel simulations.  
Apart from assessing the cost of event orderings, we also used this methodology 
to analyze the performance of a simulation problem and the overhead of 
implementation. An analytical method is used to study the event parallelism inherent 
in the problem. To study the cost of implementation, we analyzed the conservative 
null message simulation protocol in SPaDES/Java and observed that much more 
memory is required to support synchronization than for maintaining event orderings. 
The relationship among performance results of these levels is also discussed in this 
thesis. 
However, there are also some deficiencies in this research. One disadvantage in 
using Ethernet is its unique implementation. It was modeled as a closed system and 
had no queue [45]. This has two implications. First, we could not evaluate probM . At 
the design stage of this study, we chose Ethernet because it is one complex 
real-world application. In addition, Watkins’ existing model can simplify the 
development and validation effort. Ethernet simulator failed to validate Mprob 
because Ethernet was modeled as a closed system and had no queue [45]. The 
performance (event parallelism and memory requirement) at the problem level has 
been well studied in previous studies [40, 42]. Second, the dependencies between 
events become more complicated if there is no queue to hold the incoming events. 
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Therefore, we needed to expend much effort to maintain these dependencies. The 
arrival and departure events of a frame in Ethernet also have no direct dependencies. 
They are both pre-determined when the frame enters into the Ethernet system. If the 
frame is successfully transmitted, the time interval between the two events is 
determined by frame size and LAN speed if the frame is not corrupted. Otherwise, 
we cannot determine the time interval. 
Another deficiency is that the protocol used in parallel SPaDES/Java is 
inefficient due to high overhead of null messages. Optimization of the conservative 
protocol in SPaDES/Java is required. 
Ethernet simulator is used in this study to validate the methodology and 
parameters of the TSA. It failed to validate Mprob because there is no internal queue 
presented in Ethernet network. Mprob has been well studied in previous studies [40, 
42]. It is found that Mprob is dependent on the characteristic of problem, such as 
number of service centers and traffic intensity.
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Appendix A: Run-time Report of Pipeline Simulation 
Schedule event: 0 with timestamp: 1.0 
 
Starting SPaDES/Java sequential simulation ....  
 
Message 0 arrive the 0 LP. At timestamp: 1.0 
Schedule event: 1 with timestamp: 8.0 
Service time: 8.0 
Message 0 leaves the 0 LP. At timestamp: 9.0 
 
Message 1 arrive the 0 LP. At timestamp: 8.0 
Schedule event: 2 with timestamp: 15.0 
!!!!!! delayed 
Service time: 8.0 
Begin service at time: 9.0 
Message 1 leaves the 0 LP. At timestamp: 17.0 
 
Message 0 arrive the 1 LP. At timestamp: 9.0 
Service time: 8.0 
Message 0 leaves the 1 LP. At timestamp: 17.0 
 
Message 2 arrive the 0 LP. At timestamp: 15.0 
!!!!!! delayed 
Service time: 8.0 
Begin service at time: 17.0 
Message 2 leaves the 0 LP. At timestamp: 25.0 
 
Message 1 arrive the 1 LP. At timestamp: 17.0 
Service time: 8.0 
Message 1 leaves the 1 LP. At timestamp: 25.0 
 
Message 2 arrive the 1 LP. At timestamp: 25.0 
Service time: 8.0 
Message 2 leaves the 1 LP. At timestamp: 33.0 
 
Elapsed time: 151.0 milliseconds 
Current simulation ended 
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Appendix B: Events in Pipeline Simulation 
*EXTARR=External Arrival, INTARR=Internal Arrival, EXTDEP=External 
Departure, INTDEP=Internal Departure. 
1e : 
****** Message 0 arrives LP 0 at timestamp: 1.0 ****** 
The Event Type: EXTARR 
The Event ID: 0 
The Event lp: 0 
The ante Event Type: EXTARR 
The ante Event ID: -1 
The ante Event lp: -1 
The Event startTime: 1.0 
The Event anteTime: 0.0 
The Event nextLp: 0 
************************************************** 
2e : 
****** Message 1 arrives LP 0 at timestamp: 8.0 ****** 
The Event Type: EXTARR 
The Event ID: 1 
The Event lp: 0 
The ante Event Type: EXTARR 
The ante Event ID: 0 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 8.0 
The Event anteTime: 1.0 
The Event nextLp: 0 
************************************************** 
3e : 
****** Message 0 leaves LP 0 at timestamp: 9.0 ****** 
The Event Type: INTDEP 
The Event ID: 0 
The Event lp: 0 
The ante Event Type: EXTARR 
The ante Event ID: 0 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 9.0 
The Event anteTime: 1.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
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4e : 
****** Message 0 arrives LP 1 at timestamp: 9.0 ****** 
The Event Type: INTARR 
The Event ID: 0 
The Event lp: 1 
The ante Event Type: INTDEP 
The ante Event ID: 0 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 9.0 
The Event anteTime: 9.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
5e : 
****** Message 2 arrives LP 0 at timestamp: 15.0 ****** 
The Event Type: EXTARR 
The Event ID: 2 
The Event lp: 0 
The ante Event Type: EXTARR 
The ante Event ID: 1 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 15.0 
The Event anteTime: 8.0 
The Event nextLp: 0 
************************************************** 
6e : 
****** Message 0 leaves LP 1 at timestamp: 17.0 ****** 
The Event Type: EXTDEP 
The Event ID: 0 
The Event lp: 1 
The ante Event Type: INTARR 
The ante Event ID: 0 
The ante Event lp: 1 
The Event startTime: 17.0 
The Event anteTime: 9.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
7e : 
****** Message 1 leaves LP 0 at timestamp: 17.0 ****** 
The Event Type: INTDEP 
The Event ID: 1 
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The Event lp: 0 
The ante Event Type: INTDEP 
The ante Event ID: 0 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 17.0 
The Event anteTime: 9.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
8e : 
****** Message 1 arrives LP 1 at timestamp: 17.0 ****** 
The Event Type: INTARR 
The Event ID: 1 
The Event lp: 1 
The ante Event Type: INTDEP 
The ante Event ID: 1 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 17.0 
The Event anteTime: 17.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
9e : 
****** Message 3 arrives LP 3 at timestamp: 22.0 ****** 
The Event Type: EXTARR 
The Event ID: 3 
The Event lp: 0 
The ante Event Type: EXTARR 
The ante Event ID: 2 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 22.0 
The Event anteTime: 15.0 
The Event nextLp: 0 
************************************************** 
10e : 
****** Message 1 leaves LP 1 at timestamp: 25.0 ****** 
The Event Type: EXTDEP 
The Event ID: 1 
The Event lp: 1 
The ante Event Type: INTARR 
The ante Event ID: 1 
The ante Event lp: 1 
The Event startTime: 25.0 
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The Event anteTime: 17.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
11e : 
****** Message 2 leaves LP 0 at timestamp: 25.0 ****** 
The Event Type: INTDEP 
The Event ID: 2 
The Event lp: 0 
The ante Event Type: INTDEP 
The ante Event ID: 1 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 25.0 
The Event anteTime: 17.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
12e : 
****** Message 2 arrives LP 1 at timestamp: 25.0 ****** 
The Event Type: INTARR 
The Event ID: 2 
The Event lp: 1 
The ante Event Type: INTDEP 
The ante Event ID: 2 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 25.0 
The Event anteTime: 25.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
13e : 
****** Message 3 leaves LP 0 at timestamp: 33.0 ****** 
The Event Type: INTDEP 
The Event ID: 3 
The Event lp: 0 
The ante Event Type: INTDEP 
The ante Event ID: 2 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 33.0 
The Event anteTime: 25.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
14e : 
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****** Message 3 arrives LP 1 at timestamp: 33.0 ****** 
The Event Type: INTARR 
The Event ID: 3 
The Event lp: 1 
The ante Event Type: INTDEP 
The ante Event ID: 3 
The ante Event lp: 0 
The Event startTime: 33.0 
The Event anteTime: 33.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
15e : 
****** Message 2 leaves LP 1 at timestamp: 33.0 ****** 
The Event Type: EXTDEP 
The Event ID: 2 
The Event lp: 1 
The ante Event Type: INTARR 
The ante Event ID: 2 
The ante Event lp: 1 
The Event startTime: 33.0 
The Event anteTime: 25.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
16e : 
****** Message 3 leaves LP 1 at timestamp: 41.0 ****** 
The Event Type: EXTDEP 
The Event ID: 3 
The Event lp: 1 
The ante Event Type: EXTDEP 
The ante Event ID: 2 
The ante Event lp: 1 
The Event startTime: 41.0 
The Event anteTime: 33.0 
The Event nextLp: 1 
************************************************** 
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Appendix C: Pseudo Code of Ethernet Simulation in 
SPaDES/Java 
26: package Ethernet; 
27: //Import SPaDES/Java library and other packages 
28: import spades_Java.*; 
29:  
30: //EthernetKernel.java 
31: // Executive instance 
32: public class EthernetKernel extends Executive{ 
33:        : 
34:        Resource Service[]; 
35:        //station process 
36:        Station station[]; 
37:        : 
38:        //define parameters for Ethernet 
39:        double LAN_Speed;    /* LAN speed in bps */ 
40:        double cable_length;   /* Cable length in meter */ 
41:        int num_stations;    /* Number of users in the LAN */ 
42:        int frame_size;    /* Frame size in bytes */ 
43:        double duration;    /* Simulation duration in ms */ 
44:        : 
45:        public void init(){ 
46:              : 
47:              //Initialize Ethernet parameters 
48:              LAN_Speed = 10000000; 
49:              cable_length = 10000; 
50:              num_stations = 20; 
51:              frame_size = 1024; 
52:              idle_time = 0; 
53:              duration = 100000; 
54:              : 
55:              <<Initialize resource>> 
56:              : 
57:              for (int i=0, i<num_stations, i++){ 
58:                     : 
59:                     station[j]=new Station(“Station “+j,this); 
60:                     <<Initialize station[i]>> 
61:          mapProcess(station[j],Service[j]); 
62:                     activate(station[j], 0); 
63:                     : 
64:              } 
65:        } 
66:         public static void main(String[] args){ 
67:                 EthernetKernel ek = new EthernetKernel(); 
68:                 ek.initialize(args.length, args);                 
69:                 ek.startSimulation(duration); 
70:                 <<Print simulation results>> 
71:         } 
72: } 
73: 
74: // Station.java 
75: // Models a station that transmits frames to channel in Ethernet 
76: class Station extends SProcess { 
77:         EthernetKernel ek; 
78:         int successful;   /* Number of frames sent */ 
79:         int number_retrans;  /* Number of retransmission so far */ 
80:         Frame[] end;    /* Frames transmitted out */ 
81:         : 
82:         <<Initialize other Station parameters>> 
83:         : 
84:         public Station(String n, EthernetKernet h){ 
85:                 super(); 
86:                 name = toString().toCharArray(); 
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87:                 ek = h; 
88:                : 
89:         } 
90:         : 
91:         public Boolean channel_clear(){ 
92:                if (<<No frames passing left>> and <<no frame passing righ>>) 
93:                       return true; 
94:                else 
95:                      return false; 
96:         } 
97:        : 
98:         void retransmit(Station this_station){ 
99:                /*Have maximum number of attempts been made?*/ 
100:                if (<<Number of retransmission is larger or equal to 16>>){ 
101:                       <<Set phase to Finish>> 
102:                       wait(noise_burst*1.005); 
103:                }else{ 
104:                       <<Set phase to Contention>> 
105:                       /*Wait for a random and restransmit*/ 
106:                       wait(retrans_time(this_station)); 
107:                } 
108:         } 
109:         : 
110:         /*Calculate time delay after a collision - binary exponential*/ 
111:         float retrans_time(int this_station){ 
112:                int   t; 
113:                int    num; 
114:                float  maximum;            
115:                number_retrans++; 
116:                num = number_trans; 
117:                if (num>10){ 
118:                       num=10; 
119:                } 
120:                maximum=2^num; 
121:                t=(int)uniform(0,maximum); 
122:                return slot_size*t; 
123:         } 
124:         :  
125:         public void execute(){ 
126:                switch(phase){ 
127:                case Idle:{ 
128:                       <<Set phase to Wait>> 
129:                       wait(0.0); 
130:                       break;     
131:                } 
132:                case Wait:{ 
133:                       if (channel_clear()){ 
134:                              <<Create & transmit frames to two directions>> 
135:                              <<Set phase to Listen>> 
136:                              wait(2*slot_time); 
137:                       }else{ 
138:                              susPend();//continue waiting 
139:                       } 
140:                       break; 
141:                } 
142:                case Listen:{ 
143:                       if <<Frame is or will be successfully transmitted>>{ 
144:                              if <<Both frames have been transmitted>>{ 
145:                                     <<Set phase to Finish>> 
146:                                     wait(0.0); 
147:                              }else{ 
148:                                     <<Wait until 2 frames left this station>> 
149:                                     <<Set phase to Finish>> 
150:                                     susPend(); 
151:                              } 
152:                       }else{ 
153:                              <<Retransmit this frame>> 
154:                       } 
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155:                       break; 
156:                } 
157:                case Contention:{ 
158:                       <<Set phase to Wait>> 
159:                       wait(0.0); 
160:                       break; 
161:                } 
162:                case Finish:{ 
163:                       <<Reset this station>> 
164:                       <<Set phase to Idle>> 
165:                       wait(0.0); 
166:                       break; 
167:                } 
168:                }  
169:         } 
170: } 
171:  
172: // Aframe.java 
173: // Models frames transmitted between stations in Ethernet 
174: class Aframe extends SProcess { 
175:        EthernetKernel ek; 
176:        int source;   /* The sender station of the frame */ 
177:        int direction;  /* The direction of propagation */ 
178:        int arr_sta;   /* The station arriving at */ 
179:        int dep_sta;   /* The station leaving from */ 
180:        <<initialize other parameters of a frame>> 
181:        : 
182:  
183:        public Aframe(String n, EthernetKernel h) 
184:        { 
185:                super(); 
186:                name = toString().toCharArray(); 
187:                ek = h; 
188:        } 
189:        : 
190:        void invalidate_frame(int station){ 
191:                <<Mark this station’s transmission to be fail>> 
192:                if <<Station transmit frame left>>{ 
193:                       passivate(<<Left frame>>);//remove from FEL 
194:                       <<Left frame>>.wait(noise_burst); 
195:                } 
196:                if <<Station transmit frame right>>{ 
197:                       passivate(<<Right frame>>); 
198:                       <<Right frame>>.wait(noise_burst); 
199:                } 
200:        } 
201:        : 
202:        public void execute(){ 
203:               switch(phase){ 
204:               case Arrival:{ 
205:                     this_stn=this.arr_stn;  
206:                     if (<<The arrival station is in Listen state>> and  
207:                          <<The station is not corrupted>>){  
208:                            invalidate_frame(this_stn); 
209:                     } 
210:                      
211:                     if (<<Frame going to left>>){ 
212:                            <<Flag that a frame passing by from left>> 
213:                            if (<<Frame not at end of cable.>>){ 
214:                                   wait(neighbour_delay); 
215:                            }else{ 
216:                                   terminate(); 
217:                            } 
218:                     }else{//Frame going to right 
219:                            <<Flag that a frame passing by from right>> 
220:                            if (<<Frame not at end of cable.>>){ 
221:                                   wait(neighbour_delay); 
222:                            }else{ 
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223:                                   terminate();       
224:                     }   
225:  
226:                     break; 
227:               } 
228:               case Departure:{ 
229:                     if (<<This station is the frame’s source station>>){ 
230:                           <<Flag that a frame has been transmitted>> 
231:                           if (<<This station finished both frames>>){ 
232:                                  if (<<Frame not corrupted>> and  
233:                                       <<Station is not in Listen state>>){ 
234:                                         reactivate(<<This station>>); 
235:                                  } 
236:                           } 
237:                     }  
238:                      
239:                     if (<<Frame is going to left>>){ 
240:                           <<Frame passing by decrease by 1, reset flag>> 
241:                           if (<<Frame can be sent to left>>){ 
242:                                  wait(neighbour_delay); 
243:                           }else{ 
244:                                  terminate(); 
245:                           } 
246:                     }else{//Frame is going to right 
247:                           <<Frame passing by decrease by 1, reset flag>> 
248:                           if (<<Frame can be sent to right>>){ 
249:                                  wait(neighbour_delay); 
250:                           }else{ 
251:                                  terminate(); 
252:                           } 
253:                     } 
254:                      
255:                     if (<<Channel is clear after this departure>> and 
256:                          <<This station waits a clear channel>>){ 
257:                            reactivate(<<this station>>); 
258:                     } 
259:   
260:                     break; 
261:               } 
262:               } 
263:        } 
 
 
